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Expert in Tailor-Made Travel Since 2005

Go where you want to go, stay where you want to stay, and eat what you want to eat – this is the beauty of tailor-made travel experience, with everything designed just for you.

Every year, we create tailor-made journeys for more than 15,000 discerning travelers to over 30 amazing destinations all over the world. With the expertise born of genuine travel experience, we can help you turn your dream vacation into reality.

Get expert advice, refine your itinerary until it suits you perfectly, board the plane and leave the rest to us – from the first contact to the end of the trip, your experience with us will be hassle-free and purely fantastic.
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The Odynovo Experience

1. 100% Tailor-Made
Your tailor-made trip with Odynovo means everything can be fully customized to your interests, tastes, and budget. Whether you want to see natural wonders or explore cultural sights, even those hidden gems, stay in a hotel with nice location or long history, travel for 80 days through several countries or explore the highlights of a city in a single day, want a special arrangement for your honeymoon or anniversaries...

2. Superior Service
Our service is proven by 10,000 excellent customer reviews. Whenever you book your trip with Odynovo, you are guaranteed a superior service:
- 100% tailor-made itinerary that matches your preferences and requirements;
- Professional guides full of local knowledge;
- Comfortable, well-maintained vehicles;
- Hand-picked hotels with best rates and perks;
- 1 on 1 free consultancy;
- 24/7 support throughout the trip.

3. Expert Knowledge
To gain first-hand knowledge, our travel experts regularly revisit all the destinations. Based on the expertise born of authentic travels, we carefully crafted these itineraries with highlights as well as hidden gems, offering you a taste of local culture and lifestyle.

4. Hand-Picked Accommodation
We know that an enjoyable stay matters to your travel experience. All hotels we recommended are regularly inspected and selected for their advantageous location, superior service, unique style, and customer feedback.
5 Authentic Culinary Experiences

Trying exotic foods is one of the greatest joys of travelling. Most of your meals will be well-arranged in carefully-selected local restaurants rather than tourist ones, allowing you to try the best of the local gastronomy in a lively local atmosphere.

6 30+ Global Destinations

China is our very first destination. Over the past 14 years, we’ve expanded 30+ amazing destinations across Asia, the Middle East, Africa, and South America. Whether you want to discover fascinating cultures, natural wonders or electrifying cities, we can advise you of sights you shouldn’t miss, because we’ve visited them ourselves.

7 Trust & Security

Odynovo is the winner of TripAdvisor’s Certificate of Excellence (2012–2018), and Product Review Award (2018–2019). Check online and you’ll find more than 10,000 excellent customer reviews on TripAdvisor, Facebook, Product Review, and Trustpilot. Moreover, we’re accredited by the International Air Transport Association (IATA) and is a member of the American Society of Travel Advisors (ASTA).
What Travelers Say

More than 15,000 people travel with us each year; many of them are our repeat customers; some referred by people around them. We take pride in our expertise in designing each trip meticulously and our attention to detail that translates into memorable travel experiences.

Ka****en
We just returned from Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia and Thailand. Mia Wang planned the trip with us. She was wonderful to work with. I cannot say enough good things about her and Odynovo. We had a slight glitch at the airport when we were to depart. I called her in China, a 12 hour time difference, and they responded immediately to make sure everything was taken care of. The tour guides and drivers were exceptional, we always felt so safe. You cannot go wrong with this tour company.

Fr****ey
My first time using Odynovo. Will definitely use again. Alick, Yusanna and all the guides / drivers went out of their way to make our trip to Myanmar absolutely delightful!

Ma****od
We had very knowledgeable guides and very good drivers. Thailand and Cambodia are not easily travel so I’m glad some else did the driving. By taking a private tour instead of a bus tour we were able to go into places with the car that the buses had to leave and take other transportation into.
How to Tailor-Make Your Vacation

Tell Us Your Ideas
Let us know your trip plan or simply choose one of the sample itineraries from this brochure or our website (www.odynovotours.com).

Plan and Refine
Our travel consultants will be in touch, listen to your travel ideas and offer you advice. Designing a detailed itinerary based on your wish is what they excel at and every little thing about your trip will be perfected until you are 100% satisfied.

Book and Prepare
When you're ready to book, pay a deposit for securing your hotel, flight, etc. To help you prepare your trip, we'll also offer you handy travel tips. For any last questions, your consultant is always ready to help.

Loyalty & Referral Rewards

Loyalty Rewards
After you complete a trip with Odynovo, you will be rewarded with USD100, which can be used on your next tour of 6+ days.

Referral Rewards
If you refer your friend(s) to book a trip of 6+ days with Odynovo, you can get a USD150 Referral Coupon. Refer more, get more! Your friend(s) will also save USD100 on the first tour! Click for more details.

24/7 Support
Once you begin your trip, you'll be well looked after from start to finish so that you'll have a worry-free and enjoyable trip.
Vietnam
BEST PLACES TO VISIT

In the S-shaped land of Vietnam, striking landscapes range from the spectacular Halong Bay and lush rice terraces of Sapa in the north to the fertile Mekong Delta and beautiful beaches of the south. Besides, there’s an abundance of historical heritage strewn between Hanoi and Saigon. Each has its distinctive charm that will satisfy your wanderlust. With so many inviting choices, places to visit in Vietnam are almost endless.

Hanoi and Halong Bay

The capital of Vietnam, Hanoi, is filled with rich culture and historical sights not to be missed; and a rickshaw tour around its atmospheric Old Quarter allows you to have an intimate look into the local lifestyle. Just a 3.5-hour drive away from Hanoi, the emerald waters of Halong Bay are perfect for cruising and you can fully enjoy the glorious seascape at the UNESCO-recognized natural wonder, with various outdoor activities involved.

Saigon

Saigon, officially known as Ho Chi Minh City, blends the charm of the East and the romantic feeling of France in the country’s largest city. Get ready to visit the well-known French Colonial architecture like Notre Dame Cathedral, and eat like a local in street restaurants for exotic delicious food. Besides, day trips from Saigon are a great way to explore the historic wartime sites like the Cu Chi Tunnels, and the rural Mekong Delta.
**Mekong Delta**

If you're looking for a quieter, unique experience, why not take a trip to the lush Mekong Delta? Colorful floating markets, palm-lined waterways, quaint villages and fruit orchards all draw many to the area. The best way to explore is on a scenic boat ride for sightseeing. The chances are excellent that you will enjoy the picturesque countryside and see what life is like on the Delta.

---

**Da Nang and Hoi An**

The beautiful coastal city of Da Nang and the nearby UNESCO-recognized ancient town of Hoi An are always two main attractions in central Vietnam. From touring the rice paddies, strolling along the lantern-lit streets, relaxing at the beach or enjoying the food scene, you’re bound to find something.

---

**Sapa**

The Sapa region of north Vietnam has long been the go-to destination for adventurous travelers, where terraced rice paddies stretch as far as the eye can see, coupled with an array of colorful minority cultures. Hike off the beaten path along mountainside trails from one to another of many different minority villages, and get to visit local homes for an insight into a lifestyle that has changed little for centuries.
UNIQUE EXPERIENCES

A vacation to Vietnam is one full of boundless choices, considering that the country is rich in diverse landscapes, heritage sites and unique culture. Whether you’re sailing on the tranquil waters of Halong Bay or exploring the hidden caves of Phong Nha, you will surely have an immersive, local experiences to discover the real Vietnam.

Halong Bay Cruise

The first thing comes into many people's mind when speaking of traveling to Vietnam is undoubtedly Halong Bay, a well-known UNESCO World Heritage Site. Cruise along the emerald waters, dotted with karst islands and formations, to fully enjoy the glorious seascape at its best. Kayaking and cave exploration can be added for more fun.

Cave Exploration

Cave exploration has to a part of your unique experiences, thanks to Vietnam’s otherworldly caves. You have an opportunity to delve deep into caves of Phong Nha National Park, which houses many limestone grottoes, stalactites and stalagmites, and within the Paradise Cave is an absolute highlight.
Visit War Sites

If you are looking to delve into the history of Vietnam War, Ho Chi Minh City really shouldn’t be missed, in order to help you understand the country today. With visits to those war sites such as War Remnant Museum and Cu Chi Tunnels, you will be as much as possible to learn more about it and discover where and how the war was really fought.

Water Puppet Show

Unique to Vietnam, the unusual art form of Water Puppetry is at least 1,000 years old. Quite amusing and rather confusing: playful puppets, operated by the invisible hands of the master puppeteers, perform on water surface of a waist-deep pool at the tunes of traditional Vietnamese folk music. How puppets are controlled is part of the magic of the show – catch a show in Hanoi and see if you can figure it out!
MOST POPULAR

Vietnam Tours
Browse our most popular sample tours to get started for your vacation to Vietnam, and we will customize it to your exact requirements.
BEST OF VIETNAM

Hanoi–Halong Bay–Da Nang–Hoi An–Ho Chi Minh City–Mekong Delta–Ho Chi Minh City

Code: ODY-VN-007

Days: 10

USD 1461 pp (4 stars)

---

### Day by day itinerary:

**Day 1 Hanoi, Arrival**
Welcome to Vietnam! Upon your arrival in Hanoi, your guide will meet you and escort you to your hotel. The rest of the day is for you to get rid of jet lag and have a rest.
Overnight: The Lapis Hotel (4-star).

**Day 2 Hanoi (B, L)**
In the morning, explore Hanoi by touring some major historic sites, including the Ho Chi Minh Mausoleum, Ho Chi Minh's Stilt House, One Pillar Pagoda, Hoa Lo Prison and the Temple of Literature. In the afternoon, you will visit the Museum of Ethnology and then explore the Old Quarter of Hanoi by rickshaw (about 1 hour). The last stop is Hoan Kiem Lake, where you can visit Ngoc Son Temple and enjoy a water puppet show to learn more about Vietnamese traditional culture.

Note: The Ho Chi Minh Mausoleum is closed on Mondays and Fridays.
Overnight: The Lapis Hotel (4-star).

**Day 3 Hanoi–Halong Bay (B, L, D)**
Today, you will start the Halong Bay cruise. It takes around 3 hours driving from Hanoi to the World Heritage Site of Halong Bay, where nearly 2,000 limestone islands dot the sea and traditional sampans and junks sail the glinting water, coupled with grottos, thick forests, and hidden caves along the way. A variety of optional activities like kayaking, swimming and diving will definitely add more fun to this trip.
Overnight: Athena Luxury Cruise (4-star).

**Day 4 Halong Bay–Da Nang–Hoi An (Brunch)**
Today, continue your unforgettable Halong Bay cruise which ends with a brunch and then disembark at around 10:45 am. Your local guide and driver are waiting for you at the pier. After being picked up, you will head to the airport for your flight to Da Nang. Arriving at Da Nang, meet your guide and driver before being transferred to your hotel in Hoi An. Check in and enjoy the rest of the day at leisure.
Overnight: Lasenta Boutique Hotel Hoi An (4-star).

**Day 5 Hoi An (B, L)**
This morning, you will have a half-day fisherman experience in a fishing village. You may have a chance to learn traditional fishing techniques and paddle the strange and unique Vietnamese bamboo basket boats. In the afternoon, explore the culture and history of the ancient town of Hoi An through the Japanese Bridge, renowned Chinese Temple, and former Vietnamese Merchant's House. After the tour, enjoy a peaceful yet vibrant night in Hoi An on your own.
Overnight: Lasenta Boutique Hotel Hoi An (4-star).

**Day 6 Hoi An (B, L)**
Your local guide will meet you at 8:30 am at your hotel and then take a bike ride to the center of Hoi An to visit a colorful local market. At the market, you'll have the opportunity to interact with local sellers and learn about the fresh ingredients that you'll use during your cooking lesson later in the

---

**HIGHLIGHTS**
- Enjoy an overnight Halong Bay cruise
- Experience a Vietnamese cooking lesson
- Delve into the Cu Chi Tunnels
- Take a canal boat ride in Mekong Delta

---

**Tailor-Make This Trip**
Contact us to tailor-make an itinerary that is 100% perfect for you! If you have a group of 6+ people, we can also tweak this sample itinerary to suit your group!
Day. This is a great chance to take some photos as well, so be sure to get your camera ready! After visiting the market, continue to Tra Que Vegetable Village. Here, you will have a cooking lesson with a chef to learn the traditional ways of preparing and cooking Vietnamese food. After the lesson, enjoy what you’ve cooked. At around 2:00 pm, you’ll bid farewell to your host family and then ride back to your hotel in Hoi An.

Overnight: Lasenta Boutique Hotel Hoi An (4-star).

Day 7 Hoi An–Da Nang–Ho Chi Minh City (B)

After breakfast, you will be escorted to Da Nang Airport for your flight to Ho Chi Minh City. Upon your arrival, meet your guide and driver before being transferred to your hotel for some rest. The remainder of the day is yours to walk around on your own or stay in the hotel to relax.

Overnight: Alagon Zen Hotel & Spa (4-star).

Day 8 Ho Chi Minh City (B, L)

This morning, set out for the incredible underground Cu Chi Tunnels, which were established and used by the Viet Cong during the Vietnam War (1954–1975). After that, drive back to Ho Chi Minh City to visit the Ben Thanh Market, War Remnants Museum and Reunification Palace. Old Saigon Post Office and Dong Khoi Street are absolutely nice choices for a leisure stroll.

Overnight: Alagon Zen Hotel & Spa (4-star).

Day 9 Ho Chi Minh City–Mekong Delta–Ho Chi Minh City (B, L)

Today, you will head to My Tho to enjoy a full-day Mekong Delta tour with a visit to villages and local markets. Before returning to Ho Chi Minh City, have a stop at Vinh Trang Pagoda, an ancient southern architectural gem.

Overnight: Alagon Zen Hotel & Spa (4-star).

Day 10 Ho Chi Minh City, Departure (B)

After breakfast at the hotel, you will have some free time on your own before being escorted to the airport for your international flight back home.

The price includes all meals, transportation, accommodation, sightseeing, guide and driver service listed in the itinerary. Tip is not included.

Need help booking your international flights? Just let us know your preferences and we will save you the time and hassle!
**NORTH VIETNAM TOUR**

Hanoi–Sapa–Ninh Binh–Halong Bay–Hanoi

**Code**
ODY-VN-504

**Days**
9 from **USD 1312** pp (4 stars)

---

**Day by day itinerary:**

**Day 1 Hanoi, Arrival**
Welcome to Vietnam! Upon your arrival in Hanoi, your guide will meet you and escort you to your hotel. The rest of the day is for you to recover from your journey and have a rest.
Overnight: The Lapis Hotel (4-star).

**Day 2 Hanoi City Tour (B, L)**
Today, you will have a Hanoi heritage tour. First visit Ho Chi Minh Mausoleum, Ho Chi Minh’s Stilt House, One Pillar Pagoda, Tran Quoc Pagoda and Quan Thanh Temple. In the afternoon, head to the Museum of Ethnology and enjoy a 1-hour rickshaw ride through the Old Quarter. Afterward, explore Hoan Kiem Lake, Ngoc Son Temple and then watch a water puppet show, an entertaining way to get a taste of Vietnamese traditional culture.
Note: The Ho Chi Minh Mausoleum is closed on Mondays and Fridays.
Overnight: The Lapis Hotel (4-star).

**Day 3 Hanoi–Sapa (B, L)**
After breakfast, drive from Hanoi to Sapa, a mountain town which is home to several of Vietnam’s ethnic minorities and their culture. This will take around 5 hours, stopping for a break or take photos en route. After checking into your hotel and taking a short break, you will visit the Silver Waterfall—the most beautiful waterfall in Sapa, and then enjoy the great view and feeling at the "Heaven Gate" of Sapa—the highest point of Hoang Lien Son mountain range where you can see the majestic Lai Chau Valley and the imposing Fansipan Mountain.
Overnight: Alfa Boutique Sapa Hotel & Spa (4-star).

**Day 4 Sapa Trekking Tour (B, L)**
Today, you will take a morning walking tour to a busy market where Red Dao, Black & Flower H’mong, Tay and other ethnic minority people converge from the surrounding countryside to sell their silverware and handicrafts and to buy provisions. Afterward, you will have a 3-hour trekking tour to Lao Chai and Ta Van Village of the Black H’mong and the Day people, you will enjoy the fresh air, amazing scenery of the imposing mountain range, trek down some of the world’s most beautiful terraced rice fields, visit some local family on the way and learn unique culture and life of these ethnic groups. Drive back to Sapa for overnight.
Overnight: Alfa Boutique Sapa Hotel & Spa (4-star).

**Day 5 Sapa–Hanoi (B, L)**
This morning, you will visit Ma Tra Village first and then trek through the amazing rice terraces to Ta Phin Village of the Red Dao minority (about 3 hours trekking). After lunch in the village, drive back to Hanoi.
Overnight: The Lapis Hotel (4-star).

**Day 6 Hanoi–Ninh Binh (B, L)**
In the morning, drive to visit Hoa Lu, the ancient capital city of the Dinh Dynasty and the Bai Dinh Pagoda, the largest pagoda complex in Vietnam. After lunch, take an amazing boat trip to visit Trang An Grottoes, a gathering of 31 valleys, 50 cross-water caves, and home to 600 kinds of flora and over 200 kinds of fauna, many of which are...
mentioned in the Vietnam’s Red Data Book which lists Vietnam’s rare and endangered, indigenous flora and fauna.
Overnight: Emeralda Ninh Binh Resort & Spa (4-star).

**Day 7 Ninh Binh–Halong Bay (B, L, D)**
Today, drive to the world-famous Halong Bay. There you will see thousands of breathtaking limestone pillars rising from the sea and traditional sampans and junks sailing the glistening water. Besides, you can explore grottos, thick forests, and hidden caves. What an ocean adventure! To make your trip more funny and exciting, consider participating in some optional activities like kayaking, swimming, and diving.

Overnight: Athena Luxury Cruise (4-star).

**Day 8 Halong Bay–Hanoi (Brunch, D)**
Today continue your unforgettable Halong Bay cruise until after a substantial brunch is finished and then disembark the cruiser at around 10:45 am. Your guide and driver will meet you at the pier then drive back to your hotel in Hanoi (around 3 hours’ drive). This evening, you will have an eye-opening street food tour (4 pm-8 pm) in the Old Quarter.

Overnight: The Lapis Hotel (4-star).

**Day 9 Hanoi, Departure (B)**
After breakfast at the hotel, you will have some free time on your own before being transferred to the airport for your homebound flight.

The price includes all meals, transportation, accommodation, sightseeing, guide and driver service listed in the itinerary. Tip is not included.

Need help booking your international flights? Just let us know your preferences and we will save you the time and hassle!
South Vietnam Tour With Nha Trang Beach
Ho Chi Minh City–My Tho–Can Tho
–Da Lat–Nha Trang–Ho Chi Minh City

Code: ODY-VN-488

Days: 10 from USD 1375 pp (4 stars)

Day by day itinerary:

Day 1 Ho Chi Minh City, Arrival
Welcome to Vietnam! Upon arrival in Ho Chi Minh City, your guide will meet you and escort you to your hotel. The rest of the day is for you to explore the city independently.
Overnight: Silverland Yen Hotel (4-star).

Day 2 Ho Chi Minh City Tour (B, L)
This morning, start your tour by exploring the incredible underground Cu Chi Tunnels. Then drive back to Ho Chi Minh City to visit the War Remnants Museum and Reunification Palace (the former Presidential Palace), Ben Thanh Market, and Old Saigon Post Office. Finally, take a leisure walk through Dong Khoi Street (formerly Rue Catinat) to end your city tour.
Overnight: Silverland Yen Hotel (4-star).

Day 3 Ho Chi Minh City–My Tho–Can Tho (B, L)
Today, head for My Tho to visit the famous fish market and four beautiful islands in the Mekong Delta. After that, drive to Can Tho, the largest city in the Mekong Delta. Check in the hotel and enjoy some leisure time on your own.
Overnight: Nam Bo Boutique Hotel (4-star).

Day 4 Can Tho–Ho Chi Minh City–Da Lat (B, L)
Today, take a boat cruise along the seemingly endless waterway of the mighty Mekong River. Visit the Cai Rang Floating Market where hundreds of boats loaded with fruits, vegetables and fish are jostling for trade. Then go on to tour the Bun Tau Noodle Factory. In the afternoon, return to Ho Chi Minh Airport for your flight to Da Lat. Upon arrival, check in to your hotel and relax.
Overnight: Saigon Dalat Hotel (4-star).

Day 5 Da Lat Sightseeing (B, L)
After breakfast, the Da Lat sightseeing will take you to Bao Dai Summer Palace, where you can see the long-gone Vietnamese kingdom’s shadow silently hiding inside the pine forest. Then go to the Old Da Lat Railway Station which is known for its Art Deco architectural style. Named after a female poet, Xuan Huong Lake is the most popular place for travelers to amble about. Later, head to the Central Market and Lam Ty Nga Pagoda, where a Buddhist monk, Vien Thuc, who is also an abstract painter, will warmly welcome you with his excellent work.
Overnight: Saigon Dalat Hotel (4-star).

Day 6 Da Lat–Nha Trang (B)
Drive to Nha Trang from Da Lat, and you will soon find yourself in this beautiful coastal city. After check-in, make the most of the rest of the day to recover from your journey and relax.

HIGHLIGHTS
- Ramble around the Reunification Palace
- Experience local life in Mekong Delta
- Immerse yourself in the bustling Floating Market
- Visit the old Da Lat Railway Station
- Relax on the beautiful beaches in Nha Trang

Tailor-Make This Trip
Contact us to tailor-make an itinerary that is 100% perfect for you! If you have a group of 6+ people, we can also tweak this sample itinerary to suit your group!
Overnight: Novotel Nha Trang Hotel (4-star).

**Day 7 Nha Trang Vacation (B)**
Today is for you to enjoy your beach vacation on your own. The breathtaking landscapes, friendly people and yummy food are something you can’t miss. The amusement parks, mud baths or golf will make your stay more enjoyable.

Overnight: Novotel Nha Trang Hotel 4-star.

**Day 8 Nha Trang Vacation (B)**
Wake up in the soft sound of the waves, then, stretch your body through joining in interesting water activities (with extra charges) arranged by your hotel. Alternatively, you can just relax on a sun lounger and appreciate the sea view.

Overnight: Novotel Nha Trang Hotel (4-star).

**Day 9 Nha Trang–Ho Chi Minh City (B)**
Enjoy your Nha Trang vacation till your guide escorts you to the airport for your flight to Ho Chi Minh City. Check in to the hotel and have your own excursion.

Overnight: Silverland Yen Hotel (4-star).

**Day 10 Ho Chi Minh City, Departure (B)**
You will enjoy free time till your guide meets you and escorts you to the airport for your departure flight.

The price includes all meals, transportation, accommodation, sightseeing, guide and driver service listed in the itinerary. Tip is not included.

Need help booking your international flights? Just let us know your preferences and we will save you the time and hassle!
BEST OF VIETNAM & CAMBODIA
Hanoi–Halong–Da Nang–Hoi An–Hue–Ho Chi Minh City–Mekong Delta–Siem Reap

Code: ODY-SE-574
Days: 14
From: USD 2190 pp (4 stars)

Day by day itinerary:

Day 1 Hanoi, Arrival
Upon arrival in Hanoi, your tour guide and driver will greet you and escort you to your hotel. Spend the rest of the day free at leisure.
Overnight: The Lapis Hotel (4-star).

Day 2 Hanoi Sightseeing (B, L)
After breakfast, visit Ho Chi Minh Mausoleum and Ho Chi Minh's Stilt House. Afterward, explore One Pillar Pagoda, Hoa Lo Prison, and Temple of Literature. In the afternoon, head to the Museum of Ethnology, the fascinating Old Quarter, Hoan Kiem Lake and Ngoc Son Temple. After that, enjoy a water puppet show before getting back to your hotel.
Note: the Ho Chi Minh Mausoleum is closed on Mondays and Fridays.
Overnight: The Lapis Hotel (4-star).

Day 3 Hanoi–Halong Bay (B, L, D)
After breakfast, start with a 3-hour scenic drive from Hanoi to the World Heritage Site of Halong Bay. Upon arrival, embark on the boat and enjoy a relaxing Halong Bay cruise. Here you can see nearly 2,000 towering limestone islands topped by rainforests, and traditional sampans and junk sail the emerald waters. It will be a real cruise adventure! A variety of popular optional activities like kayaking, swimming and scuba diving will definitely make your trip exciting.
Overnight: Athena Luxury Cruise (4-star).

Day 4 Halong Bay–Hanoi–Da Nang–Hoi An (Brunch)
Today, continue your memorable Halong Bay cruise and enjoy a tasty brunch before you disembark at around 10:45 am. Your guide and driver will meet you at the pier then drive back to Hanoi for your flight to Da Nang. Upon arrival, be greeted and escorted to your hotel in Hoi An by car. The rest of the day is free for you.
Overnight: Lasanta Boutique Hotel Hoi An (4-star).

Day 5 Hoi An City Exploration (B, L)
After breakfast, walk around the charming town of Hoi An to visit the Japanese Bridge, the famous Chinese Temple, and the former Vietnamese Merchant's House. Later, you will visit the home of a craftsman in the old street of Hoi An town and discover the daily life of local people. You will have a chance to make a paper lantern and keep it as a souvenir. After the tour, you might want to explore this charming town on your own.
Overnight: Lasanta Boutique Hotel Hoi An (4-star).

Day 6 Hoi An–Da Nang–Hue (B, L)
Today, you will be driven to Hue. On the way, enjoy the views of the coast and Da Nang from the top of the Hai Van Pass. Continue to visit Non Nuoc Beach, Cham Museum and the famous Marble Mountain. Have lunch at a local restaurant in Da Nang. After arriving in Hue in the afternoon, check into your hotel and have some free time on your own.
Overnight: Eldora Hotel Hue (4-star).

Day 7 Hue Sightseeing (B, L)
After breakfast, visit the majestic Royal

HIGHLIGHTS
- Explore Hanoi Old Quarter by rickshaw
- Escape to the legendary Halong Bay
- Make a handmade lantern in Hoi An
- Paddle along the canals of Mekong Delta
- Discover the memorizing temples of Angkor

Tailor-Make This Trip
Contact us to tailor-make an itinerary that is 100% perfect for you! If you have a group of 6+ people, we can also tweak this sample itinerary to suit your group!
**Tomb of King Minh Mang.** then sail on the Perfume River by royal dragon boat to the serene **Thien Mu Pagoda.** Continue to visit the **Imperial Citadel and Forbidden Purple City.** Finally, take in the sights, sounds and smells of bustling **Dong Ba Market.**

Overnight: Eldora Hotel Hue (4-star).

**Day 8 Hue—Ho Chi Minh City (B)**
After breakfast, head to the airport for your flight to Ho Chi Minh City. Upon arrival, you will be escorted to your hotel. The rest of the day is yours to walk around on your own or go back to the hotel for a good rest.

Overnight: Alagon Zen Hotel & Spa (4-star).

**Day 9 Ho Chi Minh City Sightseeing (B, L)**
This morning, set out for your first stop—the incredible underground **Cu Chi Tunnels,** dug by the Viet Cong during the Vietnam War, and then drive back to Ho Chi Minh City to visit the **War Remnants Museum and Reunification Palace** (the former Presidential Palace), **Ben Thanh Market, Old Saigon Post Office** and Dong Khoi Street with its stunning colonial French architecture are absolutely good choices for a free stroll.

Overnight: Alagon Zen Hotel & Spa (4-star).

**Day 10 Ho Chi Minh City—Mekong Delta—Ho Chi Minh City (B, L)**
After breakfast, you will take a special **Mekong Delta tour** with a homemade meal.

Overnight: Alagon Zen Hotel & Spa (4-star).

**Day 11 Ho Chi Minh City—Siem Reap (B)**
Enjoy some free time before your guide escorts you to the airport for your flight to Siem Reap in Cambodia. Upon arrival, your local guide will meet you and escort you to your hotel.

Overnight: Tara Angkor Hotel (4-star).

**Day 12 Siem Reap Sightseeing (B, L)**
After breakfast, head to the south gate of **Angkor Thom,** and then visit **Bayon Temple and Elephant Terrace.** Enjoy lunch at a local restaurant. In the afternoon, visit the magnificent **Angkor Wat,** UNESCO World Heritage Site; then continue to **Bakhoeng Temple** and watch the sunset of the distant Angkor Wat in the jungle if the weather is good.

Overnight: Tara Angkor Hotel (4-star).

**Day 13 Siem Reap Sightseeing (B, L)**
Weather permitting, you could take an early morning trip to enjoy the stunning sunrise of **Angkor Wat,** and have the chance to talk with the monks and nuns at a nearby pagoda. Enjoy your breakfast at the hotel or take it away. Start the day by visiting some local villages on the way to **Banteay Srei.** Have lunch at a local restaurant for exotic cuisines. **Ta Prohm Temple** and **Takéo Temple** are your next stops before some leisure time in the late afternoon.

Overnight: Tara Angkor Hotel (4-star).

**Day 14 Siem Reap, Departure (B)**
You will have free time until your guide meets you and escorts you to the airport for your flight back home.

The price includes all meals, transportation, accommodation, sightseeing, guide and driver service listed in the itinerary. Tip is not included.

Need help booking your international flights? Just let us know your preferences and we will save you the time and hassle!
Vietnam with Angkor Wat & Luang Prabang


Code: ODY-SE-556

Days: 18 from USD 3387 pp (4 stars)

Day by day itinerary:

Day 1 Ho Chi Minh City, Arrival
Welcome to Vietnam! On arrival at Ho Chi Minh City airport, you will be met and transferred to your hotel by your tour guide and driver for check-in.
Overnight: Alagon Zen Hotel & Spa (4-star).

Day 2 Ho Chi Minh City–My Tho–Can Tho (B, L)
Set out for My Tho to take a boat trip on Tien River and visit My Tho fish market and four islands, then ride a cart through one of the most beautiful villages to Mr. Muoi Hai’s house to enjoy honey tea. You’ll also have the opportunity to row a sampan along the canals of Mekong River. In the afternoon, drive to Can Tho. Later, enjoy some leisure time on your own.
Overnight: Nam Bo Boutique Hotel (4-star).

Day 3 Can Tho–Ho Chi Minh City–Siem Reap (B, L)
Today you’ll have a boat cruise on glittering streams along the endless waterway of the mighty Mekong River to Cai Rang Floating Market before heading back to Ho Chi Minh City for your flight to Siem Reap. After landing, your tour guide will escort you to your hotel for check-in. Have a good leisure time on your own.
Overnight: Tara Angkor Hotel (4-star).

Day 4 Siem Reap Sightseeing (B, L)
After breakfast at your hotel, transfer to the famous Angkor Thom Complex and be wowed by its South Gate, Bayon Temple, Elephants Terrace, etc. You will enjoy your lunch at a local restaurant. Get ready for an incredible afternoon with a visit to the jaw-dropping beautiful Angkor Wat. At the neighboring Bakheng Temple, you will enjoy a beautiful sunset view of the distant Angkor Wat in the jungle, which is listed as one of the most beautiful sunset spots in the world by CNN.
Overnight: Tara Angkor Hotel (4-star).

Day 5 Siem Reap Sightseeing (B, L)
If you like, take an early morning trip to Angkor Wat to enjoy the stunning sunrise and you also have the chance for a friendly talk with the monks and nuns at a nearby pagoda. Start the day by visiting some local villages on the way to Banteay Srei. Have lunch at a local restaurant for exotic cuisines. Ta Prohm Temple and Takeo Temple are your next stops before some leisure time in the late afternoon.
Overnight: Tara Angkor Hotel (4-star).

Day 6 Siem Reap–Luang Prabang (B, L)
This morning, visit a Khmer village and enjoy the view of rice fields and palm trees with great fresh air. Take a boat trip and get lost in the Tonle Sap Lake, the “Great Lake” of Cambodia. Then take a short flight to Luang Prabang. After checking in to the hotel, you will go climbing up to the top of Mount Phousi to explore the sacred gilded stupa and catch a beautiful view of the city and the Mekong River at sunset. The evening is free for your own exploration. The local night market would be a good choice.
Overnight: Le Bel Air Resort Luang Prabang (4-star).

HIGHLIGHTS
- Experience the fishermen’s life in Mekong Delta
- Visit the amazing Angkor temples
- Witness a morning alms-giving ritual in Laos
- Enjoy an overnight Halong Bay cruise
- Wander the charming Hoi An Ancient Town

Tailor-Make This Trip
Contact us to tailor-make an itinerary that is 100% perfect for you! If you have a group of 6+ people, we can also tweak this sample itinerary to suit your group!
Day 7 Luang Prabang Sightseeing (B, L)
After breakfast, enjoy a cultural excursion of the city, visit the Royal Palace Museum, Wat Sene, and the magnificent Wat Xieng Thong, the largest and most splendid one. Then board a cruise upstream in the Mekong River, get a panoramic view of the tranquil countryside and explore the mysterious Pak Ou Cave, which is crammed with thousands of gold lacquered Buddha statues of various shapes and sizes. Alone the way visit Ban Xang Hai Village and Ban Xang Khong Village. In the afternoon, it’s an easy city tour to the impressive stupa of Wat Visoun and the shrine of Wat Aham and Wat Mai.
Overnight: Le Bel Air Resort Luang Prabang (4-star).

Day 8 Luang Prabang Sightseeing (B, L)
If you like, observe the morning alms-giving ritual in the early morning at 5:40am, and then have a short visit to the Morning Market. After that, go back to hotel for breakfast and the rest of the morning is yours to recover from the early get-up or explore the city on your own. The afternoon tour starts with some local villages of Lao minority groups at Ban Na Ouane Village. Then transfer to the beautiful Khouang Si Waterfalls where you can splash around in the turquoise pools or walk along the forest trails. Return to the city by late evening to catch the sunset at Wat Phabath.
Overnight: Le Bel Air Resort Luang Prabang (4-star).

Day 9 Luang Prabang–Hanoi (B, L)
Enjoy your leisure time before to be escorted to the airport for your flight to Hanoi. On arrival, you will be met and driven to the hotel for check-in and settle in for the night.
Overnight: The Lapis Hotel (4-star).

Day 10 Hanoi Sightseeing (B, L)
Today, your full-day tour of this charming city includes Ho Chi Minh Museum (closed on Mondays and Fridays), Ho Chi Minh’s Stilt House and One Pillar Pagoda, Hoa Lo prison and Temple of Literature. In the afternoon, you will visit the interesting Museum of Ethnology, and then take a Rickshaw tour through the narrow streets of the diverse Old Quarter. Last stop is Hoan Kiem Lake, Ngoc Son Temple and enjoy a Water Puppet Show to learn more about Vietnamese traditional culture.
Overnight: The Lapis Hotel (4-star).

Day 11 Hanoi–Halong Bay (B, L, D)
Today you will enjoy a stunning Halong Bay cruise after a 3-hour scenic drive from Hanoi. You will see not only about 2,000 limestone islands dot the sea but also traditional sampans and junks sail the glittering water, along with grottos, thick forests, and hidden caves. There are also an amazing variety of optional things to do such as kayaking, swimming and diving, which will definitely add more fun to this trip. Overnight: Athena Luxury Cruise (4-star).

Day 12 Halong Bay–Hanoi–Hue (Brunch)
Continue your unique Halong Bay cruise. Enjoy your brunch before disembarking the cruiser at around 10:45 am. When the cruise is finished, your guide and driver will meet you at the pier, then drive to Hanoi Airport to fly to Hue, the former Imperial City. Upon arrival, you will be escorted to your hotel and be free at leisure in the evening.
Overnight: Eldora Hotel Hue (4-star).

Day 13 Hue Sightseeing (B, L)
After breakfast, you will first visit the majestic Tomb of King Minh Mang, then sail the Perfume River by Royal Dragon Boat to the serene Thien Mu Pagoda and transfer to visit cobbled paths through the grounds of the Imperial Citadel and tour the Forbidden Purple City. Later on, absorb the sights, sounds, and smells of the bustling Dong Ba Market.
Overnight: Eldora Hotel Hue (4-star).

Day 14 Hue–Da Nang–Hoi An (B, L)
After a relaxing breakfast, you will head for Hoi An while enjoying the view of the coast and Da Nang from the top of Hai Van Pass on the way. On arriving in Da Nang, visit Non Nuoc Beach, Cham Museum and the famous Marble Mountain. In the afternoon, proceed to Hoi An and check into your hotel. Enjoy the rest of the day at leisure.
Overnight: Lasenta Boutique Hotel Hoi An (4-star).

Day 15 Hoi An Tour (B, L)
Today, drive to a fishing village where you will enjoy a join-in Hoi An eco-tour with a basket boat ride on the Cua Dai River. Learn the hands-on experience of casting fishing net from local fishermen, then paddle the Vietnamese bamboo basket boat to have unexpected fun. Return to the join-in boat for refreshment and a rest. In the afternoon, you’ll get a real feel for this tiny town by taking a light excursion to the 400-year-old Japanese Bridge, the renowned Chinese Temple, and the former Vietnamese Merchant’s House. Your guide will tell you all the stories behind these historical relics.
Overnight: Lasenta Boutique Hotel Hoi An (4-star).

Day 16 Hoi An–Da Nang–Ho Chi Minh City (B, L)
After breakfast, you will be escorted to the airport for your flight to Ho Chi Minh City. Upon your arrival, you will firstly visit Ben Thanh Market. Later tour the War Remnants, the Notre Dame Cathedral (appearance not enter due to maintenance), Old Saigon Post Office, Dong Khoi Street (formerly Rue Catinn). The rest day is yours to walk around on your own or go back to hotel for relaxing.
Overnight: Alagon Zen Hotel & Spa (4-star).

Day 17 Cu Chi Tunnels Tour (B, L)
Start your tour with the ornate Cao Dai Temple, which is a combination of Buddhism, Christianity, Taoism, and Confucianism. Then attend the fantastic mid-day service together with the followers. After lunch, drive back and stop to visit Cu Chi Tunnels, an incredible underground tunnel network constructed by Vietnamese fighters during their enduring struggle for independence.
Overnight: Alagon Zen Hotel & Spa (4-star).

Day 18 Ho Chi Minh City, Departure (B)
Today, you will have some free time until your guide meets and escorts you to the airport for your flight home.

The price includes all meals, transportation, accommodation, sightseeing, guide and driver service listed in the itinerary. Tip is not included.

Need help booking your international flights? Just let us know your preferences and we will save you the time and hassle!
Best Places to Visit

Thailand is really like no other country and full of exciting places to visit. With its royal palaces, glorious temples and vibrant food scene, there is no wonder that Thailand lures travelers from all over the world. No matter where you go in Thailand you’ll always have an amazing time. Explore the sights with our list of top attractions in this "Land of Smiles".
**Chiang Mai and Elephants**

Gorgeous temples and traditional markets are what Chiang Mai, the charming Rose of Northern Thailand, is known for. To travel to Chiang Mai is to be introduced to the vast and diverse traditional culture of Thailand. Do not miss out on a visit to an elephant sanctuary, as you get to volunteer with the rescued elephants.

**Ayuthaya**

If a historical adventure is your thing, a destination that you surely do not want to miss is Ayutthaya. Its historical park with bronze Buddha, temples and the old royal palace has been designated a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Wandering around the historic Thai capital of Ayutthaya, it is easy to imagine the grandeur from times gone by and you may feel like you've stepped back in time.

**Bangkok**

Bangkok, Thailand’s capital, is a large, diverse city with something for everyone. In between the skyscrapers, the city is never short on historical and cultural attractions of its own; and the waterways around the Chao Phraya River are some of the most scenic areas. Ever-changing and constantly growing, Bangkok has so much more to be discovered.

**Chiang Rai**

The northernmost Thai province of Chiang Rai is home to beautiful mountains, incredible waterfalls and relaxing hot springs. With such a pleasant atmosphere, there is never a lack of historical and cultural attractions for travelers in this laid back destination. Close to the borders of both Laos and Myanmar, it also serves as an excellent base for exploring the Golden Triangle region.

**Phuket**

Pure white sands, crystal-like seawater and fresh seafood – it doesn't get much better than a vacation to this beautiful island. The Thailand's largest island is a piece of paradise with tons of options for travelers. Once you're there, choose from a number of exciting activities, like sunbathing, surfing, scuba diving, snorkeling, massages, or even a day trip out to Phang Nga Bay featured in the film Tomorrow Never Dies.
Unique Experiences

Thailand is rich in experiences that you can’t find anywhere else. Whether you’re a history buff or foodie, there are literally dozens of fun, exciting and memorable things to do. Here are the best picks of must-have experiences to add to your Thailand bucket list.
Cooking Course

Thailand is world famous for its mouthwatering cuisine and for good reason. If you love cooking in general or Thai cuisine in particular, taking a Thai cooking course makes a worthwhile break from sightseeing. Chances are good that you can experience authentic Thai cuisine and bring back culinary skills that will benefit your daily cooking at home.

Floating Market

One might feel as though they are entering a different world upon visiting a Thai floating market. Vendors sell directly out of their boats, with an abundance of household goods and foodstuffs on offer; while the locals come by water as they have done for centuries. Take a long-tail boat down the winding waterway and you are bound to experience a way of shopping from the days of old.

Elephant Parks

The Elephant, Thailand’s national animal, this comes as no surprise as visiting an elephant park is one of the best things you can do, especially if you journey to Chiang Mai. There are a number of elephant parks in the countryside. Be sure to visit one and spend a day there for a rewarding, ethical elephant experience, as you get to volunteer to support and care for these gentle giants.

Savor Thai Food

Thai food has become popular around the world, but definitely tastes best in Thailand itself. The secret to an authentic Thai delicacy lies in its balanced combination of five key flavors: salty, sour, spicy, bitter, and sweet. Since Thai food varies depending upon the region the dish originates from, foodies will never be bored when traveling around the country. From healthy salads to tempting curries, you can dine out to try these culinary delights.
MOST POPULAR

Thailand Tours
The Thailand package tours listed in this section are most favored by our customers. Check out and get inspired to have one fine-tuned to fit your personal needs.
Thailand Tour with Phuket

Bangkok—Ayutthaya—Chiang Rai—Chiang Mai—Phuket—Bangkok

Day by day itinerary:

Day 1 Bangkok, Arrival
Welcome to Thailand—the "Land of Smiles"! Upon your arrival in Bangkok, your guide will meet you at the airport and escort you to your hotel. The rest of the day is for you to discover the city on your own or have a rest at your hotel.

Overnight: Maitria Hotel Sukhumvit 18 (4-star).

Day 2 Bangkok (B, L)
After breakfast, start your Bangkok tour with a visit to the colorful Flower and Vegetable Market to experience authentic local life. Daily used flowers from other parts of the country are sold at wholesale prices at this biggest flower market in the city. The market also has sections that sell vegetables, fruits, spices, and herbs. Next comes the highlight of today's tour—the renowned Grand Palace, one of the must-sees as well as the most important Buddhist temple in Thailand. You will see its typical Siamese buildings with luxurious and exquisite decorations. Later, visit Wat Phra Kaew inside the Grand Palace. After lunch, take a long-tail boat ride along the Chao Phraya River to see Thai houses and typical rural life. Leave the hustle of the city behind as you travel to the area where people live in houses on stilts. The last stop for today is Wat Arun, better known as the Temple of the Dawn, which is one of the most popular images of Bangkok.

Overnight: Maitria Hotel Sukhumvit 18 (4-star).

Day 3 Bangkok—Ayutthaya—Bangkok—Chiang Rai (B, L)
After breakfast, drive north to Ayutthaya for a journey back in time to the former capital which is now a UNESCO World Heritage site. Start your sightseeing from Bang Pa-In Summer Palace, one of the most beautiful summer palaces in Thailand, then continue to Wat Maha That, a classic temple ruin of Ayutthaya and famous for the picturesque Buddha head engulfed by the Bodhi tree roots. After a delicious Thai lunch, move on to the Ayutthaya Historical Park and visit the ancient palace ground. Wat Phra Sri Sanphet, once a royal temple lying beside the Grand Palace, was once the most significant temple during the Ayutthaya period (1350–1767). Adjacent to Wat Phra Sri Sanphet is Wihtan Phra Mongkhon Bophit, an impressive building that houses a massive seated gilded statue of Buddha. After the tour, transfer to Bangkok airport for your flight to Chiang Rai. Upon your arrival, your guide will meet you and escort you to your hotel for overnight.

Overnight: The Imperial River House Resort (4-star).

Day 4 Chiang Rai (B, L)
In the morning, drive to Mae Salong Village, famous for its resemblance to a small slice of China. After a relaxing stroll, go to Wat Rong Khun, also named White Temple, a must-see nearby Chiang Rai. Drive to Mae Sai Border (THB 600 for crossing Thailand-Myanmar). Overnight: The Imperial River House Resort (4-star). border at your own expense).

HIGHLIGHTS

- Stroll around the Grand Palace
- Explore the heritage sites in Ayutthaya
- Visit the infamous Golden Triangle
- Observe the gentle giants at Elephant Nature Park
- Enjoy a beach vacation at Phuket
Later, make a stop at the Golden Triangle in Chiang Sean, where the three borders of Myanmar, Laos, and Thailand meet.

**Day 5 Chiang Rai–Chiang Mai (B, L)**
After breakfast, drive to the pier for a boat trip to Thaton (about 2 hours). On the way, you will visit the Karen Hill Tribe Village. Enjoy your lunch at Maekok River Village, and then drive up to Thatton Temple for a full view. Finally, transfer to Chiang Mai and the rest of the day is free at your leisure.
Overnight: The Rim Resort Chiang Mai (4-star).

**Day 6 Chiang Mai (B, L)**
Today, you will have a full-day tour in Elephant Nature Park (join-in group tour). This park is an elephant rescue and rehabilitation center in Northern Thailand, which provides a natural environment for elephants, dogs, cats, buffaloes and many other animals. You can have the chance to walk with these gentle giants along dense jungles and then observe them playing in the river. The park will offer a varied buffet of Asian and International dishes as your lunch.
Overnight: The Rim Resort Chiang Mai (4-star).

**Day 7 Chiang Mai–Phuket (B)**
Enjoy your free time for the whole morning. In the afternoon, check out and transfer to the airport for your flight to Phuket. On arrival, your local guide will meet you and take you to your hotel for check-in. Relax at the poolside or head to the beach.
Overnight: Chanalai Garden Resort (4-star).

**Day 8 Phuket Free Day (B)**
Phuket, famous for its variety of beaches, is an ideal place to relax. You will enjoy two free days here. Make the most of all this nice place has to offer, from the vast beach to crystal-like seawater and exotic foods.
Overnight: Chanalai Garden Resort (4-star).

**Day 9 Phuket Free Day (B)**
Today is another free day. You may want to join in some activities arranged by your hotel at your own expense, such as snorkeling, diving, parasailing, or a short tour to the nearby islands.
Overnight: Chanalai Garden Resort (4-star).

**Day 10 Phuket–Bangkok, Departure (B)**
Enjoy some free time until your guide takes you to the airport for your flight to Bangkok. After your arrival at Bangkok airport, change for your homebound flight by yourself.

---

**Tailor-Make This Trip**
Contact us to tailor-make an itinerary that is 100% perfect for you! If you have a group of 6+ people, we can also tweak this sample itinerary to suit your group.

The price includes all meals, transportation, accommodation, sightseeing, guide and driver service listed in the itinerary. Tip is not included.

Need help booking your international flights? Just let us know your preferences and we will save you the time and hassle!
**Classic Thailand with Elephants**

**Bangkok–Kanchanaburi–Ayutthaya–Sukhothai–Chiang Mai–Chiang Rai–Phuket–Bangkok**

**Code** ODY-TH-561

**Days:** from 13 pp (4 stars)

**Day by day itinerary:**

**Day 1 Bangkok, Arrival**

Upon arrival at Bangkok airport, your tour guide will meet you and escort you to your hotel. Enjoy the rest of the day at your own pace.

Overnight: Maitria Hotel Sukhumvit 18 (4-star).

**Day 2 Bangkok (B, L)**

After breakfast, start your Bangkok exploration from the colorful flower and vegetable market, where you will see all kinds of tropical fruits, chili peppers in different sizes and colors. The next stop will be the splendid Grand Palace, the official residence of the kings of Thailand since 1782. Afterward, visit Thailand’s most sacred Buddhist temple—Wat Phra Kaew (Temple of the Emerald Buddha) within the palace. In the afternoon, experience a **long-tail boat trip** along Chao Phraya River to see the local communities still living in traditional Thai stilt houses and glimpse into their life. Later, head to the **Wat Arun** (Temple of the Dawn), one of the most striking riverside landmarks of Thailand.

Overnight: Maitria Hotel Sukhumvit 18 (4-star).

**Day 3 Bangkok–Kanchanaburi (B, L)**

Today, set off to Kanchanaburi for an insight into the relics of World War II. Walk through the narrow pass and learn about the history of the war at **Hellfire Pass Museum**. Enjoy a delicious Thai lunch, and then walk along the wooden railway to visit the **Krasae Cave**, once a campsite for prisoners of the war who were brought here to build the “Death Railway”. After that, walk across the Bridge on the River Kwai and take a **boat ride on the River Kwai**. Finally, pay a visit to Don Rak War Cemetery to commemorate those who lost their lives in the construction of the “Death Railway” during World War II.

Overnight: The Float House River Kwai (4-star).

**Day 4 Kanchanaburi–Ayutthaya (B, L)**

After breakfast and hotel check-out, depart for Ayutthaya, the former Capital of Thailand by car. En route, visit **Bang Pa-In Summer Palace**, the summer palace for the King and Queen. Later, continue to visit the **Wat Chai Wattanaram (Khmer Temple)**, one of the most imposing ancient Buddhist monasteries, **Wat Phra Sri Sanphet**—the largest temple in Ayutthaya, **Wat Mongkon Bophit**, the former Royal Temple built in 1610 and restored in 1956, and **Wat Maha That**—one of the ten royal temples of the highest class in Bangkok, followed by the **Wat Ratchaburana**, home to a 600-year-old stupa that enshrines relics of the Buddha.

Overnight: Iudia on the River (4-star).

**Day 5 Ayutthaya–Sukhothai (B, L)**

Drive to Sukhothai (about 5-5.5 hours), renowned for the picturesque ruins of the ancient city. After checking into your hotel, your guide will take you to the enchanting **Sukhothai Historical Park**, declared as a UNESCO World Heritage Site, which has a
Day 6 Sukhothai–Chiang Mai (B, L)
Continue your travel deep into Chiang Mai. After arrival, drive up to the mountain of Doi Suthep and visit the Wat Phra That Doi Suthep, with a Thai Theravada Buddhist temple sitting on the mountain top. Later on, descend and head to your hotel in downtown Chiang Mai. Have a good rest of the day!
Overnight: The Rim Resort Chiang Mai (4-star).

Day 7 Chiang Mai (B, L)
Today, proceed to the Elephant Nature Park (join-in group tour). You will have a chance to get close to elephants or other animals that receive medical assistance out there. Finally, do not forget to use the camera to capture the wonderful moments you have with these huge creatures. In the afternoon, get back to your hotel in downtown.
Overnight: The Rim Resort Chiang Mai (4-star).

Tailor-Make This Trip
Contact us to tailor-make an itinerary that is 100% perfect for you! If you have a group of 6+ people, we can also tweak this sample itinerary to suit your group!

Day 8 Chiang Mai–Chiang Rai–Chiang Mai (B, L)
In the morning, first transfer to Chiang Rai and then travel to the Thai side of the Golden Triangle where the borders of Thailand, Myanmar and Laos meet. In the afternoon, you have some time to stroll in the Mae Sai Border Market (you need to pay extra THB 600 for crossing Thailand-Myanmar border). Afterward, admire the splendid White Temple whose outer walls and statues are built of white plaster. Finally, return to Chiang Mai by car.
Overnight: The Rim Resort Chiang Mai (4-star).

Day 9 Chiang Mai–Phuket (B)
This morning is free for you to explore this charming city on your own. In the afternoon, check out and transfer to the airport for your flight to Phuket. On arrival, your local guide will meet you and take you to your hotel for check-in.
Overnight: Chanalai Garden Resort (4-star).

Day 10 Phuket (B)
You will have two free days here. Explore this beautiful island by yourself, or You can choose to have some optional tours with extra charges: Phi Phi Island, Maya Bay, Khai Island by speed boat (Join-in transfer + Join-in tour); James Bond Island Tour by canoe or speed boat (Join-in transfer + Join-in tour); full-day swimming, hopping, cooking tour, etc.
Overnight: Chanalai Garden Resort (4-star).

Day 11 Phuket (B)
Enjoy your free time at leisure. You are recommended to enjoy sunbathing on the beach. Later in the day, immerse yourself in a splendid sunset while sipping cocktails at a sea-view bar.
Overnight: Chanalai Garden Resort (4-star).

Day 12 Phuket–Bangkok (B)
Today, your guide and driver will transfer you to the airport for your flight to Bangkok. After arriving, you will be escorted to the hotel. The remainder of the day is yours to relax or go around by yourself.
Overnight: Maitria Hotel Sukhumvit 18 (4-star).

Day 13 Bangkok, Departure (B)
Feel free to spend some leisure time until your guide escorts you to the airport for your flight back home. Say goodbye to Thailand!

The price includes all meals, transportation, accommodation, sightseeing, guide and driver service listed in the itinerary. Tip is not included.

Need help booking your international flights? Just let us know your preferences and we will save you the time and hassle!

https://www.odynovotours.com/
Cambodia & Thailand

Day by day itinerary:

Day 1 Siem Reap, Arrival
Welcome to Cambodia! On arrival in Siem Reap, your guide and driver will meet you at the airport and transfer you to the hotel for check-in. The rest of the day is yours to relax or go out into the city for a little adventure on your own.

Overnight: Tara Angkor Hotel (4-star).

Day 2 Siem Reap (B, L)
After breakfast, head to the famous Angkor Thom and be wowed by its South Gate, Bayon Temple, and Terrace of the Elephants.

Get ready for an incredible afternoon with a visit to the jaw-dropping Angkor Wat. At the neighboring Bakheng Temple, you will have the chance to enjoy a stunning sunset view of the distant Angkor Wat, which is listed as one of the most beautiful sunsets in the World by CNN.

Overnight: Tara Angkor Hotel (4-star).

Day 3 Siem Reap (B, L)
If you like, take an early morning trip to Angkor Wat to enjoy a stunning sunrise view.

Today, your local guide will take you to Banteay Srei, a 10th-century Cambodian temple with the finest stone carvings. En route, stop by some local villages to learn about their lives. You will have lunch at a local restaurant and enjoy exotic cuisine. Ta Prohm Temple and Takeo Temple are your next stops. In the late afternoon, you can spend some leisure time on your own.

Overnight: Tara Angkor Hotel (4-star).

Day 4 Siem Reap–Bangkok (B, L)
Drive to the edge of the Tonle Sap Lake through the countryside to board a local boat to watch floating villages closely. After the tour, enjoy lunch at a local restaurant and then head to the airport for the afternoon flight to Bangkok.

Upon arrival, your guide will meet you and escort you to the hotel.

Enjoy your leisure time.

Overnight: Maitria Hotel Sukhumvit 18 (4-star).

Day 5 Bangkok (B, L)
Today, prepare yourself for the lovely Bangkok city! Walk around the bustling flower and vegetable market where you can smell the mixed aromas of fresh produce and flower blossom, and experience authentic local life. Later, go to the impressive Grand Palace. Any trip to Bangkok isn’t complete without a visit here. The Wat Phra Kaew inside the palace is the most important Buddhist temple in Thailand. After lunch, an interesting long-tail boat ride provides a great stop to escape the crowded city. Along the mighty Chao Phraya River, you can appreciate typical Thai houses and Thai lifestyle. The day ends by touring Wat Arun.

Overnight: Maitria Hotel Sukhumvit 18 (4-star).

Day 6 Bangkok–Chiang Mai (B)
After breakfast, your driver will take you to the airport for your flight to Chiang Mai.

Upon arrival, drive to visit the quaint and picturesque Meo Hill Tribe Village. Continue to Wat Phra That Doi Suthep, a highly revered temple that sits on the top of Mount...
Doi Suthep overlooking Chiang Mai.
Overnight: The Rim Resort Chiang Mai (4-star).

**Day 7 Chiang Mai (B, L)**
This morning, take a **join-in tour to the Elephant Nature Park** which gives you a joyous close-up with Thai elephants to learn about them. You will enjoy watching them play and refresh themselves in the river from the viewing platform. Return to the main hut, enjoy some tea, coffee or water before returning to Chiang Mai.

Overnight: The Rim Resort Chiang Mai (4-star).

**Day 8 Chiang Mai–Phuket (B)**
Spend the morning at leisure on your own. In the afternoon, check out and drive to the airport for your flight to Phuket. On arrival, your driver will take you to the hotel for check-in. Relax at the poolside or head to the beach.
Overnight: Chanalai Garden Resort (4-star).

**Day 9 Phuket (B)**
You will have two free days in Phuket. Get into all that this nice place has to offer, from the vast beach to crystal-like seawater to exotic food. Have a good time!
Overnight: Chanalai Garden Resort (4-star).

**Day 10 Phuket (B)**
Continue your beach vacation today. You could join in some activities arranged by your hotel at your own expense like a short tour to the islands nearby.
Overnight: Chanalai Garden Resort (4-star).

**Day 11 Phuket–Bangkok, Departure (B)**
Have free time before you’re escorted to the airport for your flight to Bangkok where you will take your departure flight arranged by yourself.

---

**Tailor-Make This Trip**

Contact us to tailor-make an itinerary that is 100% perfect for you! If you have a group of 6+ people, we can also tweak this sample itinerary to suit your group.

---

The price includes all meals, transportation, accommodation, sightseeing, guide and driver service listed in the itinerary. Tip is not included.

Need help booking your international flights? Just let us know your preferences and we will save you the time and hassle!
Thailand and Malaysia Vacation

Day by day itinerary:

Day 1 Bangkok, Arriva
Welcome to Thailand! On arrival in Bangkok, your local guide will meet you and take you to your hotel. After check-in, spend the rest of the day at leisure.
Overnight: Maitria Hotel Sukhumvit 18 (4-star).

Day 2 Bangkok Sightseeing (B, L)
Today, you will enjoy a wonderful city tour in Bangkok! Walk around the bustling Flower and Vegetable Market where local people come to buy flowers, fruits and vegetables. Next, go to the magnificent Grand Palace and Wat Phra Kaew to learn about their history. After lunch, take an exciting long-tail boat ride along the Chao Phraya River to get a better understanding of Thai’s lifestyle. Later in the day, end today’s trip with a tour to Wat Arun. You can take nice photos with this beautiful white Buddhist temple.
Overnight: Maitria Hotel Sukhumvit 18 (4-star).

Day 3 Bangkok–Kanchanaburi (B, L)
Visit Kanchanaburi’s famous attractions on your tour from Bangkok. Learn about the history of World War II at the Hellfire Pass Museum, where you can take a walk through the pass. After a delicious Thai lunch, visit Krasae Cave that has a wooden railway bridge. Later, head to Kanchanaburi Town where you can walk across the Bridge over the River Kwai and enjoy a boat ride on the Kwai River. Finally, pay respect to about 7,000 victims of Japanese imprisonment during World War II at their resting place—Don Rak War Cemetery.
Overnight: The Float House River Kwai (4-star).

Day 4 Kanchanaburi, Elephant Camp (B, L)
In the morning, drive to the elephant camp near Kanchanaburi, where you will have chances to feed elephants. Enjoy water rafting along the river before returning to your hotel in Kanchanaburi.
Overnight: The Float House River Kwai (4-star).

Day 5 Kanchanaburi–Ayutthaya (B, L)
After breakfast, depart for Ayutthaya (about 2.5 hours’ drive), the ancient Capital of Thailand. Today, you will tour Wat Chai Wattanaram and Wat Phra Sri Sanphet which was regarded as the spiritual center of Thais for a long time. Visit Viharn Mongkol Bophit, and a UNESCO World Cultural Heritage site—Wat Mahathat. After that, marvel at Wat Ratchaburana, one of the most well-preserved ruins in the ancient Siam capital of Ayutthaya with a history of about 600 years.
Overnight: Iudia on the River (4-star).

Day 6 Ayutthaya–Bangkok (B, L)
After breakfast, drive back to Bangkok from Ayutthaya (about 1 hour). Pay a visit to the picturesque Bang Pa-In Summer Palace on the way. Check into your hotel in Bangkok and enjoy the rest of the day on your own.
Overnight: Maitria Hotel Sukhumvit 18 (4-star).

HIGHLIGHTS
- Tour the amazing Royal Grand Palace
- Walk across the Bridge over the River Kwai
- Take photos of Petronas Twin Towers
- Marvel at the UNESCO listed Malacca
- Enjoy the sunset at Langkawi beaches
Day 7 Bangkok–Kuala Lumpur (B)
You will have a free morning before driving to the airport for your flight to Kuala Lumpur. On arrival, you will be greeted by your representative and transferred to your hotel for check-in. The rest of the day is free at your own leisure.
Overnight: Fraser Residence Kuala Lumpur (4-star).

Day 8 Kuala Lumpur City Discovery (B, L)
After breakfast, begin your Kuala Lumpur city discovery, including the King’s Palace, the National Monument, the National Museum, and the superb buildings at the Independence Square as well as the Moorish-style railway station. Also, stop at the magnificent Petronas Twin Towers for Instagramable photos. Enjoy lunch at a local restaurant. The rest of the day is free for you to do some shopping or relax on your own.
Overnight: Fraser Residence Kuala Lumpur (4-star).

Day 9 Kuala Lumpur–Malacca (B)
Early in the morning, drive to UNESCO-listed Malacca (about 2 hours)—a place filled with unique heritage, customs, and lifestyle of the local folks. You will visit the Dutch Administration Office, St Peter’s Church, the ruins of St Paul’s Church, Porta De Santiago, Cheng Hoon Teng Temple, and Jonker Street. Lunch is arranged by yourself today and you can easily find different kinds of tempting foods with Malaysia style. After the tour, you will be escorted to your hotel for a good rest.
Overnight: The Pines Melaka (4-star).

Day 10 Malacca–Kuala Lumpur–Penang (B)
Free in the morning before driving back to Kuala Lumpur for your flight to Penang. On arrival, you will be taken to your hotel. Free time on your own to wander around.
Overnight: DoubleTree Resort by Hilton Hotel Penang (4-star).

Day 11 Penang City Highlights (B)
After breakfast, explore the Wet and Flea Market. You will experience this authentic Malaysian wet market bustling with stalls of fresh produce and spices. Continue to roam through China Town and Little India before heading over to the flea market. This afternoon, visit the Kek Lok Si Temple and its seven-storey Pagoda of Rama VI, housing 10,000 alabaster and bronze Buddha statues. Take a funicular train ride to the top of Penang Hill that offers the best panorama of George Town and the east coast of Penang Island.
Overnight: DoubleTree Resort by Hilton Hotel Penang (4-star).

Day 12 Penang–Langkawi (B)
Enjoy your free time before heading to the airport for your flight to Langkawi. Upon arrival at Kuah jetty (Langkawi), our representative will greet you and transfer you to your resort. Free at leisure for the rest of the day.
Overnight: Casa Del Mar Hotel (4-star).

Day 13 Langkawi Free Day (B)
Free on your own to discover what Langkawi has to offer. You may simply relax on the miles of silver sand or join in island hopping activities, take a boat safari, trek in an ancient rainforest, etc. Just enjoy this island!
Overnight: Casa Del Mar Hotel (4-star).

Day 14 Langkawi Free Day (B)
Enjoy one more free day in Langkawi.
Overnight: Casa Del Mar Hotel (4-star).

Day 15 Langkawi, Departure (B)
After breakfast, you will be free at leisure before heading to the airport for your flight back home.

The price includes all meals, transportation, accommodation, sightseeing, guide and driver service listed in the itinerary. Tip is not included.

Need help booking your international flights? Just let us know your preferences and we will save you the time and hassle!

Tailor-Make This Trip
Contact us to tailor-make an itinerary that is 100% perfect for you! If you have a group of 6+ people, we can also tweak this sample itinerary to suit your group.

https://www.odynovetours.com/
Cambodia
**Tonle Sap Lake**

The largest freshwater lake in Southeast Asia, this UNESCO-protected biosphere reserve is not only home to an amazing variety of fish, birds, reptiles and other animals, but also fascinating floating villages. It’s possible to take a boat trip to experience authentic local life by visiting schools, markets, churches, shops, etc.

**Phnom Penh**

Once the “Pearl of Asia”, the Cambodian capital remains a charming place. There is no shortage of activities to fill your stay: visit the ornate Royal Palace, Silver Pagoda, and the National Museum, sample the local Khmer cuisine available in the streets and restaurants, and watch a spectacular sunset by the Mekong River.
BEST PLACES TO VISIT

Ancient yet modern, Cambodia is one of the most exciting countries to visit in Southeast Asia. From the sacred temples of Angkor in Siem Reap to the charming floating villages on the Tonle Sap Lake, the historic sites in the vibrant Cambodian capital of Phnom Penh and the beautiful beaches in the South Coast, Cambodia has something for everyone.

Angkor Temples
No visitor to Cambodia will want to miss these beautiful temples, especially the magnificent Angkor Wat, the largest religious complex on earth. The size, intricacy, and symmetry of the Angkor temples represent the greatest architectural achievement of the Khmer Empire that ruled today's Cambodia and much of Thailand, Laos, Vietnam and Myanmar for centuries.

South Coast
The South Coast of Cambodia is where you can unwind after temple-hopping in the north. The beaches, though much less developed than their Thai neighbors, draw many travelers, but the region also provides a range of unusual experiences including idyllic islands, national parks, ancient cave temples, and fabulous seafood.
UNIQUE EXPERIENCES

Cambodia is a small country brimming with one-of-a-kind things to do. From seeing the legendary Angkor Wat at sunrise and sunset to spending a night in a floating tent in the jungle and watching a spectacular apsara dinner show, these are just 3 of the most unique experiences you can expect to have on a Cambodia tour.

Sunrise and Sunset at Angkor

Seeing the first or the last glimmering rays of the sun light up the world’s largest religious structure is definitely a fantastic experience; the air of mystery and spirituality is magnified in the morning or evening light. To enjoy this once-in-a-lifetime experience, make sure you arrive early or stay late at the site and choose the right spot to watch.
Apsara Dinner Show
Watching an apsara dinner show is an exciting way to spend your evening hours in Siem Reap. Enjoy the very best of Cambodian cuisine while watching dancers dressed in elaborate costume bring to life ancient Khmer culture in stunning surroundings. Pay attention to the dancer's graceful, mesmerizing moves as each delicate hand gesture conveys a distinctive meaning.

Sleep in a Floating Tent in the Jungle
Ever imagined sleeping on the beautiful waters of a jungle? 4 Rivers Floating Lodge, located along the Tatai River in Cambodia's magnificent coastal province of Koh Kong, can make your dream a reality. Expect to sleep in style and comfort in a luxury tent built atop wooden floats. From here you can experience breathtaking scenery including pristine mangrove forests.
MOST POPULAR Cambodia Tours
An excellent collection of the most popular Cambodia tours highly rated by tens of thousands of Odynovo travelers. All can be easily tailor-made to your specific requirements.
Day by Day Itinerary

Day 1 Siem Reap, Arrival
On arrival, your tour guide will meet you at the airport and transfer you to your hotel for check-in. The rest of the day is for you to spend at leisure on your own.
Overnight: Tara Angkor Hotel (4-star).

Day 2 Siem Reap (B, L)
After breakfast, set off to the south gate of Angkor Thom, and visit Bayon Temple and Elephants Terrace. Have lunch at a local restaurant. In the afternoon, visit the Angkor Wat, a magnificent sight to behold, then continue to Bakheng Temple, where you will have a chance to enjoy the sunset view of the distant Angkor Wat in the jungle.
Overnight: Tara Angkor Hotel (4-star).

Day 3 Siem Reap (B, L)
If you want, you can take an early morning trip to enjoy the stunning sunrise of Angkor Wat, and you also have a chance to talk with the friendly monks and nuns at a nearby pagoda. You can enjoy breakfast at the hotel or take it away. Drop by some local villages on the way to Banteay Srei. Have lunch at a local restaurant for exotic cuisine. Ta Prohm Temple and Takeo Temple are your next stops before some leisure time in the late afternoon.
Overnight: Tara Angkor Hotel (4-star).

Day 4 Siem Reap–Phnom Penh (B, L)
In the morning, embark on a boat to visit a Khmer village and enjoy the view of rice fields and palm trees with fresh air. Afterward, continue the boat trip in the Tonle Sap Lake, the “Great Lake” of Cambodia. After lunch, if time allows, spend some time visiting Artisans D' Angkor and Old Market. After that, you will be escorted to the airport for your flight to Phnom Penh. Upon your arrival, your guide will meet you and escort you to your hotel. Enjoy the rest of the day at your leisure.
Overnight: Lumiere Hotel (4-star).

Day 5 Phnom Penh (B, L)
After breakfast, visit the famous Royal Palace, the royal residence of the king of Cambodia, and then head to Silver Pagoda, National Museum and Wat Phnom. In the afternoon, head to Tuol Sleng Genocide Museum and Killing Fields of Choeung Ek in memory of the victims during the Khmer Rouge.
Overnight: Lumiere Hotel (4-star).

Day 6 Phnom Penh, Departure (B)
After breakfast, you will be transferred to the airport timely for your flight back home.

HIGHLIGHTS:
- Marvel at the incredible Angkor Wat
- Enjoy a relaxing boat ride on the Tonle Sap Lake
- Explore the Tuol Sleng Genocide Museum

TAILOR-MAKE THIS TRIP
Contact us to tailor-make an itinerary that is 100% perfect for you! If you have a group of 6+ people, we can also tweak this sample itinerary to suit your group!

Need help booking your international flights? Just let us know your preferences and we will save you the time and hassle!

The price includes all meals, transportation, accommodation, sightseeing, guide and driver service listed in the itinerary. Tip is not included.

Siem Reap–Phnom Penh
Code: ODY-KH-529
Days: 6
Price: from USD 841 pp (4 stars)
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COLORFUL THAILAND, CAMBODIA & VIETNAM

Day by day itinerary:

Day 1 Bangkok, Arrival
Welcome to Bangkok—the capital of Thailand. Upon arrival, you will be greeted and transferred to your hotel. The rest of the day is yours to recover from jet lag.
Overnight: Maitria Hotel Sukhumvit 18 (4-star).

Day 2 Bangkok Sightseeing (B, L)
Today, explore the charming Bangkok city! Walk around the bustling Flower and Vegetable Market where you will be attracted by the fresh produce and blossoms. It is a good chance to experience the authentic local life of Thai. Later, go to the brilliant Grand Palace, a must-visited place in Bangkok. Then, visit the adjoining Wat Phra Kaew which is known for the jade-made Emerald Buddha. After lunch, enjoy an interesting long-tail boat ride, a great escape from the crowded city. Along the Chao Phraya River, you can appreciate typical Thai houses and Thai lifestyle. End with a visit to Wat Arun.
Overnight: Maitria Hotel Sukhumvit 18 (4-star).

Day 4 Bangkok–Siem Reap (B, L)
Take a morning flight to Siem Reap. Upon arrival, check in and take a short rest. In the afternoon, enjoy a trip to a floating community over the Tonle Sap Lake—Kampot Phluik, which is home to the amazing flooded mangrove forests and families with a unique lifestyle. After that, get back to Siem Reap and enjoy a leisure evening.
Overnight: Tara Angkor Hotel (4-star).

Wat Mahathat where you will see the most photographed root-covered Buddha head, Wat Phra Sri Sanphet that was constructed for royal ceremonies, and a huge bronze Buddha image in Wihaan Phra Mongkhon Bophit. After the tour, return to Bangkok and the rest of the day is free for you.

Day 3 Bangkok–Ayutthaya–Bangkok (B, L)
In the morning, set out for Bang Pa-In Summer Palace as the first stop of your Ayutthaya trip. Next, proceed to the Ayutthaya Historical Park to explore Thailand’s cultural heritage sites, including

HIGHLIGHTS
- Tour the Grand Palace
- Explore the World Heritage Site of Ayutthaya
- Marvel at the wonders of Angkor
- Observe local life in Mekong Delta
- Relax in Halong Bay cruise

Tailor-Make This Trip
Contact us to tailor-make an itinerary that is 100% perfect for you! If you have a group of 6+ people, we can also tweak this sample itinerary to suit your group!
Day 5 Siem Reap Sightseeing (B, L)
This morning, discover the fabulous Angkor Thom. Start your exploration from the south gate and then visit Bayon Temple, which is noted for its smiling Buddha faces and bas-reliefs. Later, continue to see Elephants Terrace. After lunch, admire a World Heritage Site—Angkor Wat and Climb up the Bakheng Hill to see the distant Angkor Wat in the sunset.
Overnight: Tara Angkor Hotel (4-star).

Day 6 Siem Reap Sightseeing (B, L)
If you like, you can take an early morning trip to enjoy the stunning sunrise of Angkor Wat with a chance to communicate with the monks and nuns at a nearby pagoda. Enjoy your breakfast at the hotel or take it away. After breakfast, head for Banteay Srei. Visit some local villages en route. Proceed to Ta Prohm Temple and Takeo Temple and have some leisure time on your own after the tour.
Overnight: Tara Angkor Hotel (4-star).

Day 7 Siem Reap--Ho Chi Minh City (B, L)
Take a late morning flight to Ho Chi Minh City. Upon arrival, visit Ben Thanh Market to take a close look at local people's life before heading to your hotel. After lunch, enjoy a city tour to visit the War Remnants and Reunification Palace. Next, stroll to the Notre Dame Cathedral, Old Saigon Post Office and Dong Khoi Street (formerly Rue Catinat), all of which are within walking distance.
Overnight: Alagon Zen Hotel & Spa (4-star).

Day 8 Ho Chi Minh City--Cu Chi Tunnel--Ho Chi Minh City (B, L)
Leave for Cao Dai Temple, where you'll attend a fantastic mid-day service together with the worshipers. After lunch, proceed to explore the incredible Cu Chi Tunnels which were constructed by Vietnamese fighters during the long struggle for independence. After that, drive back to your hotel and relax in a nice Saigon sunset.
Overnight: Alagon Zen Hotel & Spa (4-star).

Day 9 Ho Chi Minh City--My Tho--Can Tho (B, L)
Today, depart for My Tho in Mekong Delta and take a boat trip along the canals of mighty Mekong River. After that, drive to Can Tho and relax at the hotel or discover nearby areas on your own.
Overnight: Nam Bo Boutique Hotel (4-star).

Day 10 Can Tho--Ho Chi Minh City--Hue (B, L)
Start today's trip with a boat cruise on sparkling streams of mighty Mekong River to bustling Cai Rang Floating Market, where hundreds of boats loaded with fruits, vegetables and fish. You will have a deeper insight into locals' life. Later, move on to visit the Bun Tau Noodle Factory. In the afternoon, drive back to Ho Chi Minh City for your flight to Hue.
Overnight: Eldora Hotel Hue (4-star).

Day 11 Hue City Tour (B, L)
Get a taste of Hue today. You'll visit the majestic Tomb of King Ming Mang and sail the Perfume River on a royal dragon boat to see the serene Thien Mu Pagoda. Next, be transferred to visit the Imperial Citadel, stroll around the Forbidden Purple City and finish today's sightseeing at the busy Dong Ba Market.
Overnight: Eldora Hotel Hue (4-star).

Day 12 Hue--Da Nang--Hoi An (B, L)
Drive to Hoi An this morning. En route, you will have a pleasant short tour in Da Nang by visiting Hai Van Pass, Non Nuoc Beach, Cham Museum and the famous Marble Mountain. Lunch will be served at a local restaurant in Da Nang. When you arrive in Hoi An in the afternoon, check in to the hotel and then you can explore the city on your own.
Overnight: Lasenta Boutique Hotel Hoi An (4-star).

Day 13 Hoi An City Tour (B, L)
Today, take a light excursion to wander around the tiny town of Hoi An and visit the ancient Japanese Bridge, Chinese Temple, and the former Vietnamese Merchant's House. In the afternoon, take a boat ride on the Hoai River to Thanh Ha Pottery Village to see the traditional way of making potteries. The evening is yours to explore the charming Hoi An.
Overnight: Lasenta Boutique Hotel Hoi An (4-star).

Day 14 Hoi An--Da Nang--Hanoi (B, D)
Enjoy the morning time by yourself in Hoi An. In the afternoon, leave for Da Nang airport for the flight to Hanoi. On arrival, take a walk through the Old Quarter's street markets with a local guide who's passionate about food, and discover the exotic flavors of Vietnam with fellow food-lovers. Samplefruit, hawker street food and local specialties like pork crepes, and visit Hanoi's largest covered market, Dong Xuan, you'll have a personalized experience on this walking tour in Hanoi's best street food areas.
Overnight: The Lapis Hotel (4-star).

Day 15 Hanoi City Tour (B, L)
This morning, spend some leisure time on Ba Dinh Square and Ho Chi Minh Mausoleum. Later on, visit Ho Chi Minh's House on Stilts, One Pillar Pagoda and Temple of Literature, the first university in Vietnam. After lunch, proceed to Hanoi Hilton (also called Hoa Lo Prison), followed by the Museum of Ethnology, where you'll learn about the 54 ethnic groups of Vietnam by discovering a rich collection of objects, photos, videotapes, and cassettes. In the evening, enjoy an interesting water puppet show, a favorite experience for all visitors to Vietnam and the highlight of any Vietnam tour.
Note: The Ho Chi Minh Mausoleum is closed on Mondays and Fridays.
Overnight: The Lapis Hotel (4-star).

Day 16 Hanoi--Halong Bay (B, L, D)
Today, you will enjoy your Halong Bay cruise after a 3.5 hours' scenic drive from Hanoi. Here you'll be amazed at the masterpiece of nature, nearly 2,000 limestone islands dotting the sea and traditional sampans and junk sailing on the glistening water. The grottos, thick forests, and hidden caves, forming a mystical wonderland. It will be a real ocean adventure! A variety of optional activities like kayaking, swimming, and diving are waiting for you to try!
Overnight: Athena Luxury Cruise (4-star).

Day 17 Halong Bay--Hanoi (Brunch)
Continue your unforgettable Halong Bay cruise today. You will enjoy your brunch before disembarking the cruiser at around 10:45 am. Your guide and driver will meet you at the pier, then drive you back to Hanoi (around 3 hours’ drive) and escort you to your hotel. Free at leisure for the rest of the day on your own.
Overnight: The Lapis Hotel (4-star).

Day 18 Hanoi, Departure (B)
Spend some time at leisure until your guide and driver escort you to the airport for your flight back home.

The price includes all meals, transportation, accommodation, sightseeing, guide and driver service listed in the itinerary. Tip is not included.

Need help booking your international flights? Just let us know your preferences and we will save you the time and hassle!
Myanmar
Best Places to Visit

An extraordinary land unlike any other countries in Southeast Asia, Myanmar (formerly Burma) has the power to impress even the most jaded travelers. Marvel at the gilded pagodas in Yangon and Mandalay, contemplate over 2,000 ancient temples in Bagan, and observe the unique way of fishing and farming in the picturesque Inle Lake.
Yangon

Yangon is the commercial hub and the largest city in Myanmar. As the former capital of Burma, Yangon retains its unique character, with gilded pagodas such as the magnificent Shwedagon Pagoda, leafy boulevards, colonial-era buildings, timeworn mansions, and charming local markets.

Bagan

An ancient city with thousands of temples, Bagan is, without doubt, one of Asia’s most important archaeological sites. In its glory days, there were some 10,000 Buddhist temples, pagodas, and monasteries scattered across the plains of Bagan. Today, over 2,000 of them survive and it is still an incredible sight to see.

Mandalay

Myanmar’s second largest city is also the country’s cultural capital and a religiously important place. There are the splendid Royal Palace, the symbol of Mandalay, and the Mandalay Hill where you can climb to admire a breathtaking sunset view of the city. There are also stunning monasteries and pagodas like the Shwenandaw Pagoda whose walls are adorned with exquisite wood-carvings, and colorful markets where you can shop, eat or just observe the local life.

Inle Lake

In the northeast of Myanmar, you will find the large, mesmerizing Inle Lake, along with fascinating floating villages and gardens. The local communities live in wooden houses built on stilts and people row their boats simply with one leg to fish. These amazing sights make Inle Lake one of the best places to visit in Myanmar.
One of the largest and most diverse countries in Southeast Asia, Myanmar has an endless list of unique experiences to offer. Witness the one-legged rowing in the serene Inle Lake, enjoy a hot air balloon ride over the vast temple plains of Bagan, explore some of Myanmar's most amazing markets, visit the long-neck people in the remote Shan and Kayah states.
One-Leg Rowing Fishing

Floating stilt houses are not the only amazing sight to see in Myanmar’s peaceful Inle Lake. Expect to witness a magnificent spectacle: the local Intha fishermen expertly maneuvering their small canoe-like wooden boats by rowing with one leg, a unique way of fishing that requires a high level of balance, agility and strength.

Hot Air Balloon Over Bagan

This is a must-do experience in Bagan. The hot air balloon enables you to see the vast temple ruins in a way that can never be seen on the ground. Enjoy endless views of over 2,000 temples and pagodas illuminated by the rising sun, the winding Irrawaddy River and other hot air balloons littering the sky.

Local Markets Visit

Myanmar has some of the most amazing markets in Southeast Asia. They are the perfect places to see a wide range of fresh produce and handicrafts, interact with the local people and get an insight into the Burmese way of life. The most recommended markets to visit are Yangon’s Bogyoke Aung San Market and Bagan’s Nyaung U Market.

Long Neck Family Visit

The Shan and Kayah states in Myanmar are home to one of Southeast Asia’s most recognizable ethnic groups—the Kayan people. Here women have giraffe-like necks stretched in the clasp of brass rings, which the locals believe can protect them and make them more beautiful. The striking appearances of these long-neck women have fascinated travelers from the world over and are worth your visit.
Most Popular
Myanmar Tours
A selection of Myanmar tour packages carefully crafted by Odynovo travel specialists, all of which can be redesigned to your interests, tastes and budget.
BEST OF MYANMAR

Yangon–Bagan–Mandalay–Heho–Inle Lake–Yangon

Day by day itinerary:

Day 1 Yangon. Arrival
Welcome to Myanmar! Upon arrival at Yangon airport, your local tour guide will greet you at the airport and escort you to your hotel for check-in. The rest of the day is for you to spend at leisure on your own.
Overnight: Chatrium Hotel Royal Lake Yangon (4-star).

Day 2 Yangon Sightseeing (B, L)
Today, you will explore the city of Yangon from the Chaungtway Pagoda and the octagonal-shaped golden Sule Pagoda. After a stroll at the Mahabandoola Park to see colonial-style high court and city hall, head to the lively Indian Town and China Town. In the afternoon, stroll the Bogyoke Aung San Market to find exotic souvenirs. Late afternoon, you will visit the golden Shwedagon Pagoda and try to catch the beautiful sunset.
Overnight: Chatrium Hotel Royal Lake Yangon (4-star).

Day 3 Yangon–Bagan (B, L)
Take a morning flight to the ancient city of Bagan. Upon arrival, visit the colorful Nyaung U Market and Bagan’s most significant shrines—the Shwezigon Pagoda and Htilominlo Temple. In the afternoon, pay a visit to a lacquer-ware workshop to see Myanmar’s most treasured handicrafts before exploring the amazing mural paintings at the Myingaba Gu Byaukgyi Temple. Later on, watch the sunset at one of the viewing mounds.
Overnight: The Hotel @ Tharabar Gate (4-star).

Day 4 Bagan–Mount Popa–Bagan (B, L)
This morning, start a scenic drive to Mount Popa, an extinct volcano with its shrines dedicated to Myanmar’s most powerful “Nats” (local spirits). Along the way, stop by a local village to learn about local culture and lifestyle. For the energetic, there is time to climb up 777 steps to the shrine at the top of the volcanic plug. Have lunch at a hill resort. On the way back to Bagan, visit a palm sugar workshop.
Overnight: The Hotel @ Tharabar Gate (4-star).

Day 5 Bagan–Mandalay (B, L)
Take a morning flight to Mandalay. Upon arrival, proceed to the town of Amarapura to visit Mahagandayon Monastery, the largest teaching monastery in Myanmar. Continue to visit City Harbor Bridge and then have lunch. In the afternoon, visit a nunnery in the Sagaing Hill where nearly one thousand nuns live and study Buddhist scriptures. Afterward, take a boat to view the sunset at the world’s longest teak bridge—the U Bein Bridge over the enchanting Taungthaman Lake.
Overnight: Mercure Mandalay Hill Resort (5-star).

Code: ODY-MM-372
Days: 10 from USD 1843 pp (4 stars)

HIGHLIGHTS
- Wander around Shwedagon Pagoda
- Visit the incredible temple ruins in Bagan
- Ride a boat to see U Bein Bridge
- Meet the monks in Mandalay
- View local life around Inle Lake

Tailor-Make This Trip

Contact us to tailor-make an itinerary that is 100% perfect for you! If you have a group of 6+ people, we can also tweak this sample itinerary to suit your group!
Day 6 Mandalay Sightseeing (B, L)
Start the day with a boat trip (about 1 hour) across the Ayeyarwaddy River. Explore the ancient city of Mingun by visiting the world’s largest ring bell—Mingun Bell, the huge unfinished Mingun Pagoda referred to as the world’s biggest pile of bricks, the Setawya Pagoda with a marble footprint of Buddha, and the beautiful white Hsinbyume Pagoda nearby. Later, return to Mandalay to visit Mahamuni Pagoda, home to one of the country’s most revered Buddha images, the magnificent Shwenandaw Monastery built from the 19th-century Royal Palace and the Kuthodaw Pagoda. Finally, enjoy the spectacular sunset at Mandalay Hill.
Overnight: Mercure Mandalay Hill Resort (5-star).

Day 7 Mandalay–Heho–Inle Lake (B)
After breakfast, take the flight to Heho and then drive to Inle Lake for hotel check-in. Head for the Phaung Daw Oo Pagoda, the most famous one in the Inle Lake region. Pay a visit to a local village to see the production of traditional silks on wooden handlooms and ironware. Enjoy the rest of the day at leisure.
Overnight: Novotel Inle Lake Myat Min (4-star).

Day 8 Inle Lake Discovery (B, L)
After breakfast, you will have half-day sightseeing of the Inle Lake. First, visit a local market, then take a scenic boat ride through a long channel where you might watch the farmers cultivate their crops. Reach the peaceful Indein Village to see a nice pagoda, the ruins, and watch people going about their daily lives. Enjoy lunch at a local restaurant. Spend the afternoon at leisure.
Overnight: Novotel Inle Lake Myat Min (4-star).

Day 9 Inle Lake–Heho–Yangon (B)
After breakfast, you will be transferred to the Heho airport for the flight to Yangon. On arrival, be escorted to your hotel. The afternoon is at leisure.
Overnight: Chatrium Hotel Royal Lake Yangon (4-star).

Day 10 Yangon, Departure (B)
After breakfast, enjoy some leisure time before your tour guide escorts you to the airport for your departure flight.

The price includes all meals, transportation, accommodation, sightseeing, guide and driver service listed in the itinerary. Tip is not included.

Need help booking your international flights? Just let us know your preferences and we will save you the time and hassle!
IN-DEPTH MYANMAR
WITH MONASTERIES


Day by day itinerary:

Day 1 Yangon, Arrival
Welcome to Yangon! Upon arrival, your guide will greet you and transfer you to your hotel. After freshening up, visit the 2,000-year-old Sule Pagoda to look at the local people going about their daily lives. Continue to Chauk Htat Gyi Pagoda, a well-known Buddhist temple covered by an iron structure with corrugated iron sheets roof of six layers. Then explore Kandawgyi Lake by riding a royal floating barge. In the afternoon, you’ll be transferred to the Shwedagon Pagoda, which is covered with hundreds of golden plates and the top of the stupa is encrusted with 4,531 diamonds. You can enjoy the fabulous view of the sunset over the pagoda there.

Overnight: Chatrium Hotel Royal Lake Yangon (4-star).

Day 2 Yangon–Bago–Kinpun Village, Pagoda Sightseeing (B, L)
In the morning, leave for Bago (15 hours’ ride). You’ll first take a leisure walk at a local market, and then admire the reclining Shwethalyaung Buddha, an important pilgrimage site for Buddhists who come here to pay homage to the Buddha. Next, visit the 1,000-year-old Shwemawdaw Pagoda, followed by an exploration to Kyaikpun Pagoda which is best known for its four sitting Buddha statues facing the cardinal directions. In the afternoon, you’ll head to Kinpun Village by car (about 3.5 hours) to visit the Kyaukhto Pagoda (also called the Golden Rock), a small pagoda perched at a mountain summit and covered with gold leaves. It requires some efforts to get to the top on foot (4-5 km walk), but it’s worthwhile to walk all the way to have the breathtaking views of the surrounding mountain ranges and the spectacular sunset.

Overnight: Golden Rock Hotel (Economic 3-star).

Day 3 The Golden Rock–Yangon (B, L)
In the morning, take some photos of the Golden Rock before driving to Yangon (about 5.5 hours). On the way, stop at the Taungbyone War Cemetery, where over 6,374 Allied soldiers who died in Burma during World War II were buried. Enjoy the rest of the day for leisure after arriving in Yangon.

Overnight: Chatrium Hotel Royal Lake Yangon (4-star).

Day 4 Yangon–Heho–Pindaya, the Pindaya Caves (B, L)
In the morning, you’ll take the flight to Heho and then head to Pindaya. Upon arrival, you’ll visit the Pindaya Caves, an important Buddhist pilgrimage site that is crammed with thousands of Buddha images in all shapes and sizes. After that, have a glimpse
of the making process of traditional Shan paper near by.

Overnight: Kendawgyi Palace Hotel (4-star).

**Day 5 Pindaya – Kalaw, Magwe Elephant Camp (B, L)**

In the morning, leave for Kalaw and then drive to Magwe Elephant Camp (about 45 minutes) for a unique experience with elephants. After a short break, walk to the river (about 5-7 minutes) where elephants bathe and you can have a great time feeding and bathing the elephants. Later, explore the forest area around the conservation area where you can find many species of butterflies, birds, and orchids. After that, return to the camp for a beautiful view through a valley and then transfer back to Kalaw.

Overnight: Amara Mountain Resort (4-star).

**Day 6 Kalaw Trekking (B, L, D)**

Today, you will start your 3-day trekking to learn about the traditions of different ethnic minorities and enjoy continuously changing scenery. During the trekking, you will first get to Lu Pin, a village inhabited by the Danu tribe. Continue to Shar Pin Village (about 30 minutes) and proceed to Pann Lone Pagoda Hill (about 25 minutes) for a picnic lunch. Later, continue trekking to Linn Pan Village where the Pa O minority inhabits. After a short break, continue to hike to Nant Thale The Village. Before passing through the villages, you will visit Thein Taung Pagoda Monastery, Aung Chan Tha Pagoda, Sutaungpyae Pagoda and the King Church. In the evening, enjoy a traditional dinner and stay with the friendly monks in a monastery for the night. The accommodation can be very basic, but it offers a unique experience overall.

Overnight: Monastery or local family in Kalaw (4-star).

**Day 7 Kalaw Trekking (B, L, D)**

In the morning, you will walk through several villages and old wooden monasteries (about 1.5 hours) of Shan State. After a short break at Htun Gone Village, for the next 3.5 hours, continue trekking through a stunning area, where many farmers and hill tribes live. Then proceed to HteeThein Village where you can visit the beautiful wooden HteeThein Monastery, which is also used as a school. Tonight you will have dinner and stay overnight at the monastery or a local family.

Overnight: Monastery or local family in Kalaw (4-star).

**Day 8 Kalaw–Inle Lake, Phaung Daw Oo Pagoda (B, L)**

After 3-hour trekking through different Pa O villages with a panoramic view over the Inle Lake, you will take a break at Than Taung Village and have lunch at a monastery. Continue trekking to the Inle Lake, the ending point of the trekking. Upon arrival, take a motorboat to the hotel for check-in. On the way, you will visit Phaung Daw Oo Pagoda, the central sanctuary of the lake that contains five sacred Buddha images covered in gold leaf. Later, stop at a cheroot factory to explore local crafts and classic Myanmar cigars.

Overnight: Novotel Inle Lake Myat Min (4-star).

**Day 9 Inle Lake–Indein Village–Inle Lake (B, L)**

In the morning, go to Indein Village on the west end of Inle Lake for sightseeing. Take a boat traveling through a long channel where you can watch farmers grow their crops and floating villagers’ daily life. It is considered one of the most scenic boat tours on Inle Lake. In the afternoon, continue to explore a boat-making place, local blacksmith workshops and incredible floating gardens in the village.

Overnight: Novotel Inle Lake Myat Min (4-star).

**Day 10 Inle Lake–Heho–Mandalay, Mandalay Highlights (B, L)**

In the morning, head to Nyaung Shwe Jetty by a boat and then proceed to Heho for your flight to Mandalay. Upon arrival, your local guide will meet you and take you to your hotel. In the afternoon, visit the Kuthodaw Pagoda which comprises of a gilded pagoda, hundreds of shrines housing inscribed marble slabs and several pavilions. Continue to Shwenandaw Monastery, the only major original teak wooden building left of the original Mandalay Royal Palace. Before ending the day, enjoy the spectacular sunset at Mandalay Hill.

Overnight: Mercure Mandalay Hill Resort (5-star).

**Day 11 Mandalay, Monastery Highlights (B, L)**

Start the day with a visit to the 18th-century capital city, Amarapura, and attend the daily meal of over a thousand monks at Mahagandayon Monastery, the country’s largest monastery. Next, you will head to Ava, the capital city from 14th to 18th centuries and visit the old wooden Bagaya Monastery, the remains of the Royal Palace and fort, the Hpa Aung Mye Bonzan Monastery, and Hithaung Shin Paya Pagoda. In the afternoon, you will cross the bridge over the Irrawaddy River and take in the view from Sagaing Hill. The day ends with a walk over the 200-year-old U Bein Bridge, the longest teak bridge in the world, for an iconic sunset shot.

Overnight: Mercure Mandalay Hill Resort (5-star).

**Day 12 Mandalay Palace & Fort, Mandalay–Bagan (B, L)**

In the morning, explore the Mahamuni Buddha Temple with the most venerated statue covered in 15 cm thick gold leaf. In the afternoon, visit the Mandalay Palace and Fort where you can see what the golden era of the Mandalay Kingdom was like. Later, your guide will escort you to the airport for your flight to Bagan. Upon arrival, you will be picked up and escorted to your hotel. The rest of the day is at leisure.

Overnight: TThe Hotel @ Tharabar Gate (4-star).

**Day 13 Bagan, Thousands of Temples Vista (B, L)**

In the morning, stop at the bustling Nyaung U Market and go to the Shwezigon Pagoda for an insight into Bagan’s rich history. Later, visit Htilominlo Temple, known for its plaster carvings and Thatbyinnyu Temple, the largest temple of Bagan. Continue to explore the Ananda Temple, an architectural masterpiece resembling a Greek cross and one of Bagan’s most beautiful temples. Drop by a lacquerware workshop in the afternoon. After that, admire Manuha Temple, Nanpaya Temple and Gubyaukgyi Temple. Later, visit Dhammayangyi Temple, a massive temple with the finest brickwork, and watch the sunset at one of the viewing mounds.

Overnight: The Hotel @ Tharabar Gate (4-star).

**Day 14 Bagan Free Day (B)**

Enjoy a free day in Bagan. You might want to go out for a short exploration on your own or just relax in the hotel.

Optional: It’s highly recommended to ride a hot air balloon in the morning to have a bird’s eye view of the world-famous archaeological site of Bagan (Seasonal activity available from October through March, at your own expense).

Overnight: The Hotel @ Tharabar Gate (4-star).

**Day 15 Bagan–Yangon, Minnathu Village (B, L)**

Start your visit to the secluded Minnathu Village. You’ll discover the strangely designed Payathozhru Temple, Lemyentha Temple, and Nandamanma Paya. Besides, explore the Nandamanma Cave Grotto (Kyat Kan Monastery) which is an extremely important place for meditation. In the afternoon, you’ll take the flight back to Yangon.

Overnight: Chatrion Hotel Royal Lake Yangon (4-star).

**Day 16 Yangon, Departure (B)**

In the morning, walk leisurely around Bogyoke Aung San Market (formerly Scott’s Market, closed on Mondays and public holidays). The market is rich Burmese handicrafts, local goods and unique items for good souvenir hunting. Later, your guide will accompany you to the airport for your return flight home.

The price includes all meals, transportation, accommodation, sightseeing, guide and driver service listed in the itinerary. Tip is not included.

Need help booking your international flights? Just let us know your preferences and we will save you the time and hassle!
PANORAMIC SOUTHEAST ASIA


Day by day itinerary:

**Day 1 Bangkok, Arrival**
Welcome to Thailand! On arrival at Bangkok airport, your tour guide will escort you to your hotel for check-in. The rest of the day is yours to relax or head out into the city for a little adventure on your own. Overnight: Maitria Hotel Sukhumvit 18 (4-star).

**Day 2 Bangkok Sightseeing (B, L)**
In the early morning, stroll around the colorful Flower and Vegetable Market, and take a deep breath on the fragrance of the beautiful blossom and fresh fruit! Next, pay a visit to the gorgeous Grand Palace and Wat Phra Kaew inside it. After lunch, start your leisurely long-tail boat tour along the Chao Phraya River. It’s an interesting experience to see traditional Thai houses and true Thai life. The final stop of today is fantastic Wat Arun, a temple whose design is very different from the others in Bangkok. Overnight: Maitria Hotel Sukhumvit 18 (4-star).

**Day 3 Bangkok–Ayutthaya–Bangkok (B, L)**
This morning, your tour guide will take you to Ayutthaya for an excursion. Firstly, visit Bang Pa-In Summer Palace, which combines various types of architecture ranging from Thailand to China and even Europe. Later, head to Wat Mahathat, where you can see the stone Buddha head in a tree. Continue to Wat Phra Sri Sanphet. As a model for Wat Phra Kaew, it has witnessed the historical changes of Ayutthaya. Don’t forget the adjacent Wihan Phra Mongkhon Bophit. There is a 17-meter-high bronze Buddha image that draws thousands of people to visit and worship. After the tour, you will be transferred back to the hotel in Bangkok. Overnight: Maitria Hotel Sukhumvit 18 (4-star).

**Day 4 Bangkok–Chiang Mai (B)**
Today you will be transferred to the airport for your flight to Chiang Mai. Upon arrival, check in to the hotel and take a short rest. In the afternoon, we start the city tour to visit Wat Chedi Luang, Wat Phra Singh and then driving to Wat Phra That Doi Suthep with a stopover to visit Wat Umong. Optional: In the evening, you can enjoy a night show—Khantoke Dinner & Cultural Show, which is an important part of the Northern Thai people’s culture and hospitality.

Overnight: The Rim Resort Chiang Mai (4-star)
Day 5 Full Day Elephant Nature Park (B, L)
This morning, you will spend a full day in Elephant Nature Park (join-in group tour) which gives you a joyous close-up with Thai elephants to learn about them. Besides, you can also enjoy watching the elephants bathing in the river. After that, get back to the main hut, have a rest and enjoy tea, coffee or water before returning to Chiang Mai.
Overnight: The Rim Resort Chiang Mai (4-star).

Day 6 Chiang Mai–Luang Prabang (B, L)
Today you will have a cooking lesson, including shopping at the local market and learning how to make authentic Thai cuisine with the help of a selected chef. Your excellent work serves as your lunch! Then you will be escorted to the airport for your flight to Luang Prabang.
Overnight: Le Bel Air Resort Luang Prabang (4-star).

Day 7 Luang Prabang Tour (B)
If you wish, get up early and observe the morning alms giving ceremony at 5:40 am, from which you will have an understanding of local people’s piety towards their religion. And then, visit the Morning Market or Phousi Market. After that, return to your hotel for breakfast and enjoy your free morning. The half-day city tour this afternoon will take you to the Royal Palace Museum and the magnificent Wat Xieng Thong and Wat Visoun housing many Buddha images. Next, you might climb up to the top of Mount Phousi to explore the sacred, gilded stupa and then explore the Night Market.
Overnight: Le Bel Air Resort Luang Prabang (4-star).

Day 8 Luang Prabang Tour (B, L)
After breakfast, you will enjoy a cruise upstream on the Mekong River as well as an interesting visit to the mysterious Pak Ou Cave, which is crammed with thousands of gold lacquered Buddha statues in various shapes and sizes. Along the way, stop at the villages of Ban Xanghai and Ban Xang Khong that are famous for Lao-Lao distilleries or traditional handicrafts.
Overnight: Le Bel Air Resort Luang Prabang (4-star).

Day 9 Luang Prabang–Hanoi (B, L)
In the morning, your guide and driver will transfer you to the beautiful Quang Si Falls, a paradise that will fill your lungs with fresh air and serves as a wonderful playground. Then catch your flight to Hanoi. On arrival, you will be escorted to your hotel. Free at leisure for the rest of the day.
Overnight: The Lapis Hotel (4-star).

Day 10 Hanoi Highlights (B, L)
Today starts with a deep tour to Ho Chi Minh Complex including the Ho Chi Minh Mausoleum, Ho Chi Minh’s House on Stilts, One Pillar Pagoda, Hoa Lo prison and Temple of Literature. The afternoon is for a trip to the Museum of Ethnology, a research center and a public museum exhibiting the ethnic groups of Vietnam. Then you will have a Rickshaw ride along the narrow streets of the Old Quarter. The last stop is Hoan Kiem Lake, where you can visit Ngoc Son Temple; and nearby, enjoy a water puppet show to learn more about Vietnamese traditional culture.
Note: The Ho Chi Minh Mausoleum is closed on Mondays and Fridays.
Overnight: The Lapis Hotel (4-star).

Day 11 Hanoi–Halong Bay (B, L, D)
Your one day and a half Halong Bay cruise starts after a 3 hours’ scenic drive from Hanoi. See nearly 2,000 limestone islands dot the sea and traditional sampans and junk sail the glittering water. Besides, grottos, thick forests, and hidden caves await you out there! A variety of optional activities like kayaking, swimming, and diving will definitely add more fun to this trip.
Overnight: Athena Luxury Cruise (4-star).

Day 12 Halong Bay–Hanoi–Hue (Brunch)
Continue your unforgettable Halong Bay cruise. Before disembarking the cruiser, you will enjoy brunch on board at around 10 am. Then your guide and driver will meet you at the pier and drive to Hanoi airport for your flight to the Imperial City of Hue. Upon arrival, you will be escorted to your hotel and free at leisure in the evening.
Overnight: Eldora Hotel HUE (4-star).

Day 13 Hue Sightseeing (B, L)
After breakfast, you will first visit the majestic Tomb of King Minh Mang then sail the Perfume River by Royal Dragon Boat to the serene Thien Mu Pagoda. Later, transfer to visit cobbled paths through the grounds of the Imperial Citadel and tour the Forbidden Purple City. Your last stop for today is the bustling Dong Ba Market, an ideal place to get a taste of local life.
Overnight: Eldora Hotel HUE (4-star).

Day 14 Hue–Da Nang–Hoi An (B, L)
After a relaxing breakfast, head for Hoi An while enjoying the view of the coast and Da Nang from the top of Hai Van Pass, visit Non Nuoc Beach, Cham Museum and the famous Marble Mountains on the way. Have lunch at local restaurant. Arrive in Hoi An in the afternoon, check in to hotel and have some free time on your own.
Overnight: Palm Garden Beach Resort & Spa (4-star).

Day 15 Hoi An Sightseeing (B, L)
Today, drive to a local fishing village to start your Hoi An eco-tour. Board a join-in Hoi An eco-tour boat cruising on the Cua Dai River and get the hands-on experience of casting fishing net from local fishermen. Then paddle the Vietnamese bamboo basket boat to have an unforgettable fun. Return to the join-in boat for refreshment and rest. In the afternoon, you’ll get a real feel for this tiny town by taking a light excursion to the 400-year-old Japanese Bridge, the renowned Chinese Temple, and former Vietnamese Merchant’s House. Your guide will tell you all the stories behind these historical relics. It will be like a walk through history!
Overnight: Palm Garden Beach Resort & Spa (4-star).

Day 16 Hoi An–Da Nang–Ho Chi Minh City (B, L)
After breakfast, head for Da Nang airport to catch your flight to Ho Chi Minh City. Upon arrival, check-in to the hotel and then visit Binh Thanh Market and War Remnants. Tan Dinh Church, Old Saigon Post Office, Dong Khoi Street, all within walking distance, are absolutely nice choices for a free stroll.
Overnight: Alagon Zen Hotel & Spa (4-star).

Day 17 Ho Chi Minh City Sightseeing (B, L)
After breakfast, set out to explore the amazing network of Cu Chi Tunnels led by a war veteran, who lived in the tunnels for years. Experience the mid-day service with the followers at the ornate temple of the unique Cao Dai religion. The rest of the day is for you to relax.
Overnight: Alagon Zen Hotel & Spa (4-star).

Day 18 Ho Chi Minh City–My Tho–Can Tho (B, L)
After breakfast, head for a My Tho Tour in Mekong Delta, after My Tho tour, you will be transferred to Can Tho. Check in to your hotel and enjoy some leisure time on your own.
Overnight: Nam Bo Boutique Hotel (4-star).

Day 19 Can Tho–Ho Chi Minh City–Siem Reap (B, L)
Start with a boat cruise along the endless waterways of the mighty Mekong River to Cai Rang Floating Market where you will see hundreds of boats loaded with fruits, vegetables and fish. Then drive back to Ho Chi Minh City airport for your flight to Siem Reap. Check in to your hotel and enjoy some leisure time on your own.
Overnight: Tara Angkor Hotel (4-star).

The price includes all meals, transportation, accommodation, sightseeing, guide and driver service listed in the itinerary. Tip is not included.

Need help booking your international flights? Just let us know your preferences and we will save you the time and hassle!
Day 20 Siem Reap Highlights (B, L)
After breakfast, transfer to the famous Angkor Thom Complex and be wowed by its South Gate, Bayon Temple, Elephant Terrace, etc. Have lunch at a local restaurant. Get ready for an incredible afternoon with a visit to the jaw-dropping Angkor Wat. At the neighboring Bakong Temple, you will watch a beautiful sunset view of the distant Angkor Wat in the jungle.
Overnight: Tara Angkor Hotel (4-star).

Day 21 Siem Reap Highlights (B, L)
If you like, take an early morning trip to Angkor Wat to enjoy the stunning sunrise. You also have the chance for a friendly talk with the monks and nuns at a nearby pagoda. Start the day by visiting some local villages on the way to Banteay Srei Temple. Have lunch at a local restaurant for an exotic flavor. Ta Prohm Temple and Takeo Temple are your next stops before some leisure time in the late afternoon.
Overnight: Tara Angkor Hotel (4-star).

Day 22 Siem Reap–Bangkok–Yangon (B)
This morning, you will be escorted to the airport and fly to Bangkok for your onward flight to Yangon, Myanmar (No guide arranged to help you at Bangkok airport, you need to catch your flight to Yangon independently). Upon arrival, your local guide in Yangon will escort you to your hotel for check-in.
Overnight: Chatrium Hotel Royal Lake Yangon (4-star).

Day 23 Yangon Tour (B, L)
Today's tour begins with a morning tour to the colonial-style Yangon City. First pay a visit to Chaukhtatgyi Pagoda’s 70m-long reclining Buddha. Sule Pagoda with a 2,000-year history. Mahabandoola Garden housing independence monuments, India Town and bustling China Town. In the afternoon, you will visit Bogyoke Market (closed on Mondays), where you can find almost all the souvenir items you are searching for. Before sunset, pay a visit to the famed Shwedagon Pagoda, a breathtaking and colorful site admired by Buddhists from all over the country.
Overnight: Chatrium Hotel Royal Lake Yangon (4-star).

Day 24 Yangon–Bagan (B, L)
After breakfast, travel to Bagan by flight. Upon arrival, you will visit Nyaung U Market, a very lively fair in the morning when people come and buy goods for life. Continue with tours to Shwesandaw Pagoda, the prototype for all Myanmar's stupas, and Htilominlo Temple, which was built in 1211 and decorated with the finest plaster carvings. In the afternoon, you will appreciate Myanmar’s most treasured handicrafts at a lacquerware workshop before exploring the Myinkaba Gubyaukgyi Temple which is famous for its well-preserved stuccos from the 12th century on the outside walls. Finally, watch the sunset at one of the viewing mounds.
Overnight: The Hotel @ Tharabar Gate (4-star).

Day 25 Bagan Sightseeing (B, L)
Get up early for an incredible sunrise view from Bagan Viewing Tower. After breakfast, you will cycle along beautiful temples and villages in this city. Visit Myinkaba Village, notable for the huge stacks of bamboo and Manuha Temple, the smallest temple built by an imprisoned king to show how he felt. In the afternoon, enjoy a 1.5-hour boat trip on the Irrawaddy River and visit Kyaikku Umin, a temple built in the 11th to the 12th century on the bank. Enjoy the mind-blowing sunset by the riverside.
Overnight: The Hotel @ Tharabar Gate (4-star).

Day 26 Bagan–Mandalay–Amarapura–Mandalay (B, L)
Today, fly to Mandalay early in the morning. On arrival, proceed to Amarapura to visit Mahagandayon Monastery, an important center of Buddhist studies. Time permitting, observe the monks there having their last meal of the day in silence. Continue to visit City Harbor Bridge then enjoy a lovely lunch at a local restaurant. In the afternoon, reach a special place where thousands of nuns live and study the Buddha scriptures before setting out for Sagaing Hill. Stop at U Bein Bridge to enjoy one of the most beautiful sunsets in the world.
Overnight: Mercure Mandalay Hill Resort (5-star).
Day 27 Mandalay–Mingun–Mandalay (B, L)
Today you will cross Ayeyarwaddy River by boat to Mingun for a deep tour—Mingun Bell, the largest ringing bell in the world, and Mingun Pagoda, a monumental uncompleted stupa, in the front of which is Settawya Pagoda. Stop off at Hsinbyume Pagoda, which stands out from other temples for its peculiar style. Later, return to Mandalay to visit Mahamuni Pagoda, a major pilgrimage site. Continue to Shwenandaw Monastery and the Kuthodaw Pagoda. Cap off the day with a spectacular sunset view at Mandalay Hill.
Overnight: Mercure Mandalay Hill Resort (5-star).

Day 28 Mandalay–Heho–Inle Lake (B, L)
After breakfast, you will fly to Heho and then be transferred to Inle Lake. Your tour starts with a visit to the Phaung Daw Oo Pagoda, which houses five gold leaf-covered Buddha images. Watch the process of making traditional silks on wooden handlooms at a local village. It’d be fantastic to watch the sunset at your hotel then.
Overnight: Novotel Inle Lake Myat Min (4-star).

Day 29 Inle Lake Highlight (B, L)
Breakfast at hotel, you’ll have a full day sightseeing of Inle Lake, including a local market and Indein Village on the western end of the lake. The boat takes you through a long channel where you can watch peasants plow and harrow. This cruise is one of the most scenic boat trips on the lake. Lunch at a local restaurant. The afternoon is yours for leisure. Enjoy the peace here.
Overnight: Novotel Inle Lake Myat Min (4-star).

Day 30 Inle Lake–Heho–Yangon–Bangkok (B)
After breakfast, you will be transferred to the airport and fly back to Yangon, then take another flight to Bangkok. Upon arrival, you will be escorted to your hotel and have a good rest.
Overnight: Maitria Hotel Sukhumvit 18 (4-star).

Day 31 Bangkok, Departure (B)
After breakfast at the hotel, enjoy some free time until your guide escorts you to the international airport for your departure flight.

The price includes all meals, transportation, accommodation, sightseeing, guide and driver service listed in the itinerary. Tip is not included.

Need help booking your international flights? Just let us know your preferences and we will save you the time and hassle!
Laos
BEST PLACES TO VISIT

1. **Luang Prabang**

The former capital of Laos, timeless Luang Prabang is a charming UNESCO-listed town known for its well-preserved architecture, a unique mix of local and French colonial styles, as well as for its religious and cultural heritage. Besides, Luang Prabang also offers many incredible natural sights including Mount Pho Si, Kuang Si Falls, and Pak Ou Caves.

2. **Xieng Khouang**

Southeast of Luang Prabang is the province of Xieng Khouang, home to the mysterious Plain of Jars. Then there’s MAG UXO Visitor Information Centres, an ideal place to learn about the UXO problem in Laos. It’s also worth a trip to Muang Khoun, once famous for its lavish stupas and temples, and the nearby villages to meet some of Laos' intriguing hill tribes including Hmong and Tai Dam.
Laos is one of Southeast Asia's least developed countries as well as one of the loveliest. This is where to find an authentic Asia: discover sleepy towns and the laid-back lifestyle of the locals; explore gilded temples, colonial-era buildings, and rolling mountains; meet colorful hill tribes and the mighty Mekong; and so much more.

3. Vientiane

Despite being the capital and the largest city in Laos, Vientiane is still a pleasant place to visit. You can stroll in the tree-lined boulevards, admire the elegant French colonial architecture, explore ancient temples such as Wat Prakeo, Wat Sisaket and That Luang, and even mingle with the locals in Talat Sao Morning Market.

4. Khong Island

The largest island in the Si Phan Don, Mekong River, Khong Island is less about sight-seeing and more about relaxing. You can not only watch a beautiful sunset on the riverside, but also have the opportunity to experience slow-paced rural life by exploring lovely fishing villages, peaceful monasteries and lush vegetation.
UNIQUE EXPERIENCES

Alms Giving Ceremony

The ancient alms-giving ceremony in Luang Prabang is a sight to behold. Before dawn, hundreds of saffron-robed barefoot monks walk in single file down the streets of Luang Prabang to collect alms from locals. This ritual is all done in silence and takes place every morning. It’s a win-win situation: the monks get food; the givers get good karma.

Night Market

Luang Prabang has one of the most charming markets in Laos—the Night Market. Every afternoon from 5 PM onward till 11 PM, hill-tribe traders and local vendors appear in the corner of Settathilat and Sisavangvong Roads located in the town center, together with the products they have brought: clothing, wood carvings, handicrafts, jewelry, and other knick knacks.
Laos is a hidden gem offering numerous travel experiences that can be found nowhere else, be it observing the ancient alms giving ceremony, visiting the colorful Night Market, experiencing the life of a Laotian farmer, and boating on the mesmerizing Nam Ngum Lake. You will return with unforgettable memories of smiling locals and saffron-robed monks.

Farm Experience

Spending a day at a local farm is a wonderful way to experience what it is like to be a Laotian farmer. The Living Land Organic Farm in Luang Prabang provides such an excellent opportunity. Here you will get hands-on experience of rice cultivation from planting to growing to harvesting, all in an educational and enjoyable way. The highlight is working with a water buffalo to plow the field.

Boat Ride on the Nam Ngum Lake

The largest lake in Laos, Nam Ngum Lake is just about a 1.5 hours' drive from Vientiane, the Lao capital. Nam Ngum means beautiful water and the lake is surrounded by verdant mountains and dotted with pristine islands. The best way to explore this lovely lake is by boat, which enables you to get to the heart of the lake to take in its beauty and visit secluded islands.
Most Popular
Laos Tours
These are some of the most popular Laos tour packages rated by tens of thousands of Odynovo clients. Each can be refined to your specific needs and requirements.
7-DAY TIMELESS LAOS WITH VANG VIENG

Day by Day Itinerary

Day 1 Vientiane Arrival
Upon arrival at the airport in Vientiane, you will be met and escorted to your hotel by your guide. After check-in, enjoy the rest of the day at leisure.
Overnight: Salana Boutique Hotel (4-star).

Day 2 Vientiane Sightseeing (B, L)
After breakfast, visit Wat Sisaket and Wat Prakeo. Then head to the famous That Luang Stupa. On the way, stop to take some pictures of the Impressive Patuxay Monument, Vientiane’s own Arc de Triomphe. In the afternoon, visit the Buddha Park which boasts hundreds of Buddhist and Hindu sculptures.
Overnight: Salana Boutique Hotel (4-star).

Day 3 Vientiane–Vang Vieng (B, L)
Today, you will head for Vang Vieng via the Nam Ngum Lake with hundreds of small islands. En route, you’ll stop to visit Ban Bor Village. After lunch, have a leisure boat trip on the Nam Ngum Lake (about 1.5 hours). Later, continue driving to Vang Vieng. Enjoy some leisure time after hotel check-in.
Overnight: Riverside Boutique Resort (4-star).

Day 4 Vang Vieng–Luang Prabang (B, L)
This morning, visit a local market and the Tham Jang Caves, a cave temple with a huge stalagmite resembling an elephant’s head. Afterward, drive to Luang Prabang with a lunch break on the way. Later, climb to the top of Mount Phousi to explore the sacred gilded stupa and enjoy a panoramic view of the city and the Mekong River at sunset. Before returning to your hotel, you will have time to walk around the Phousi Night Market on your own.
Overnight: Le Bel Air Resort Luang Prabang (4-star).

Day 5 Luang Prabang Sightseeing (B, L)
This morning, visit Wat Sene and Wat Xieng Thong which represents classical Lao architectural style. Then enjoy a cruise on the Mekong River with an exploration of the mysterious Pak Ou Caves. Along the way stop at the Ban Xanghnam Village and Ban Xangkhong Village.
Overnight: Le Bel Air Resort Luang Prabang (4-star).

Day 6 Luang Prabang Sightseeing (B, L)
If you like, rise early to observe the alms-giving ritual. After that, visit the Morning Market or Phousi Market. Continue to the famous Kuang Si Falls where you can take a dip in the turquoise pools or a walk along the forest trails. On the way, stop by some local villages of Lao ethnic minority groups. Return to Luang Prabang to catch the sunset at Wat Phabath.
Overnight: Le Bel Air Resort Luang Prabang (4-star).

Day 7 Luang Prabang, Departure (B, L)
In the morning, head to the Royal Palace Museum, home to gilded rooms and Buddha artifacts. Next, visit Wat Visoun, Wat Aham, and Wat Mai before being transferred to the airport for your departure flight.

Tailor-Make This Trip
Contact us to tailor-make an itinerary that is 100% perfect for you. If you have a group of 6+ people, we can also tweak this sample itinerary to suit your group!

Highlights:
- Visit the sacred That Luang Stupa
- Dip in the pools of Kuang Si Falls
- Witness the alms-giving ceremony

The price includes all meals, transportation, accommodation, sightseeing, guide and driver service listed in the itinerary. Tip is not included.

Need help booking your international flights? Just let us know your preferences and we will save you the time and hassle!

Speak to a specialist who’s been there
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Day by day itinerary: ----------------------------------

**Day 1 Bangkok, Arrival**
Welcome to Southeast Asia! Upon arrival in Bangkok, your tour guide will greet you and escort you to your hotel for check-in. The rest of the day is for you to recover from jet lag.

Overnight: Maitria Hotel Sukhumvit 18 (4-star).

**Day 2 Bangkok Sightseeing (B, L)**
After breakfast, wander around the colorful flower and vegetable market for a glimpse of the locals' daily life. Continue to explore today’s highlights—the majestic Grand Palace and Wat Phra Kaew inside the palace. Enjoy your delicious lunch and then take a break by a long-tail boat cruising along Chao Phraya River. You will have a good opportunity to explore Khlongs, seeing Thai houses and Thai life. The final stop today is the fantastic Khmer-style Buddhist temple Wat Arun. Inlaid with colored ceramic decors, it is like a gleaming gigantic jewel box waiting to be opened.

Overnight: Maitria Hotel Sukhumvit 18 (4-star).

**Day 3 Bangkok–Ayutthaya–Bangkok (B, L)**
This morning, your guide will take you to Ayutthaya for a day trip. First, you will visit Bang Pa-In Summer Palace, a beautiful place combining various types of architecture ranging from Thai to Chinese to European. Later, head to the Ayutthaya Historical Park. Follow your tour guide to see the highlights, including Wat Mahtat, Wat Phra Sri Sanphet, and Wihan Phra Mongkon Bophit. After the tour, you will be transferred back to Bangkok.

Overnight: Maitria Hotel Sukhumvit 18 (4-star).

**Day 4 Bangkok–Siem Reap (B, L)**
After breakfast, drive to the airport for a morning flight to Siem Reap. Upon arrival, be met and escorted to the hotel for check-in. This afternoon, you will head to the edge of the Tonle Sap Lake which is the largest freshwater lake in Southeast Asia. Go through the countryside to board a boat to floating villages. Discover how Cambodians live around the ecosystem of the lake with fish and crocodile farming, floating markets, schools, and restaurants, even floating hospitals.

Overnight: Tara Angkor Hotel (4-star).

**Day 5 Siem Reap, Angkor Thom Sightseeing (B, L)**
In the morning, drive to the South Gate of Angkor Thom, inside which you can visit Bayon Temple and Elephants Terrace. Enjoy your lunch at a local restaurant. In the afternoon, you will visit the World Heritage site of Angkor Wat. Then continue to climb up to Bakheng Hill (Bakheng Temple), from which you will be impressed with the sunset view of the distant Angkor Wat in the jungle.

Overnight: Tara Angkor Hotel (4-star).

**Day 6 Siem Reap, Banteay Srei & Ta Prohm Temple (B, L)**
It's recommended to get up early if you would like to capture the stunning sunrise of Angkor Wat. Today's tour will take you to some local villages on the way to Banteay Srei. Continue to the Ta Prohm Temple and Takeo Temple in the afternoon. After that, you will enjoy leisure time on your own in the late afternoon.

Overnight: Tara Angkor Hotel (4-star).

---

**Tailor-Make This Trip**

Contact us to tailor-make an itinerary that is 100% perfect for you! If you have a group of 6+ people, we can also tweak this sample itinerary to suit your group!

---

**Highlights:**
- Explore the World Heritage Site of Ayutthaya
- Try your hand at making Thai food
- Marvel at the Angkor wonders
- Observe local life in Mekong River
- Relax on Halong Bay cruise ship
Day 7 Siem Reap–Ho Chi Minh City (B, L)
After breakfast, transfer to the airport for the flight to Ho Chi Minh City. Upon arrival, you will be greeted and escorted to visit Ben Thanh Market before heading to your hotel for check-in and have a short break at noon. After lunch, enjoy a city tour to War Remnants, Reunification Palace, Tan Dinh Church, Old Saigon Post Office, and Dong Khoi Street (formerly Rue Catinat).
Overnight: Alagon Zen Hotel & Spa (4-star).

Day 8 Cao Dai Temple & Cu Chi Tunnels (B, L)
In the morning, you will be driven to visit the Cao Dai Temple, a colorful place to experience the followers' mid-day service. After lunch, continue to Cu Chi Tunnels, the underground network constructed by Vietnamese fighters during the Vietnam War (1954–1975). When the tour ends, drive back to your hotel in Ho Chi Minh City for a restful night.
Overnight: Alagon Zen Hotel & Spa (4-star).

Day 9 Ho Chi Minh City–My Tho–Can Tho (B, L)
Check out after breakfast, and head for Mekong Delta to take a boat trip on Tien River and visit My Tho Fish Market and four islands. Later, ride a cart through a beautiful village to the Mr. Muoi Hai's House to enjoy honey tea. After a sampan cruise along the canals of Mekong River, return to My Tho pier and drive to Can Tho. Check in to your hotel and enjoy some leisure time on your own.
Overnight: Nam Bo Boutique Hotel (4-star).

Day 10 Can Tho–Ho Chi Minh City–Hue (B, L)
Kickstart your day with a boat cruise along the endless waterway of mighty Mekong River. Visit the Cai Rang Floating Market where hundreds of boats are loaded with fruits, vegetables and fish for trade, followed by the Bun Tau Noodle Factory. In the afternoon, go back to Ho Chi Minh airport for your flight to Hue. Upon arrival, be met and escorted to your hotel to enjoy your leisure time.
Overnight: Eldora Hotel Hue (4-star).

Day 11 Hue City Tour (B, L)
After breakfast, visit the Royal Tomb of King Minh Mang first. Later, sail the Perfume River by Royal Dragon Boat to the seven-storey Thien Mu Pagoda. Continue to visit Imperial Citadel with cobbled paths and tour the Forbidden Purple City. Later on, experience the energy, sounds, and smells of the bustling Dong Ba Market.
Overnight: Eldora Hotel Hue (4-star).

Day 12 Hue–Da Nang–Hoi An (B, L)
In the morning, head for Hoi An, en route stop by the Hai Van Pass for a stunning view of the coast and Da Nang City from the top. Upon arrival in Da Nang, visit shimmering Non Nuoc Beach, the Cham Museum which houses the world's largest collection of Cham sculptures, and the famous Marble Mountain. Arrive in Hoi An in the afternoon and enjoy the rest of the day at leisure.
Overnight: Lasenta Boutique Hotel Hoi An (4-star).

Day 13 Hoi An Ancient Town (B)
After breakfast, go around the tiny town of Hoi An to visit the Japanese Bridge, the famous Chinese Temple, and former Vietnamese Merchant's House. In the afternoon, take a boat ride on the Hoai River to Thanh Ha Pottery Village where you will see how the locals make pottery in the traditional way.
Overnight: Lasenta Boutique Hotel Hoi An (4-star).

Day 14 Hoi An–Hanoi, Street Food Tour (B, D)
Enjoy your free time with going around Hoi An ancient town before driving to Da Nang airport for onward flight to Hanoi. Upon arrival, your guide will meet you and escort you to your hotel for check-in. After a short rest, take a street food tour (4:00 pm - 8:00 pm) to enjoy a ton of amazing food and explore more of the local culture.
Overnight: The Lapis Hotel (4-star).

Day 15 Hanoi Sightseeing (B, L)
This morning, you will spend some leisure time on Ba Dinh Square which is in front of the Ho Chi Minh Mausoleum. Later, visit Ho Chi Minh's House on Stilts and the nearby One Pillar Pagoda, and Temple of Literature. After lunch, proceed to Hanoi Hilton (also called Hoa Lo Prison), followed by the Museum of Ethnology. In the evening, enjoy an interesting water puppet show.
Note: The Ho Chi Minh Mausoleum is closed on Mondays and Fridays.
Overnight: The Lapis Hotel (4-star)

Day 16 Hanoi–Ha Long Bay (B, L, D)
Today, you will enjoy a relaxing Ha Long Bay cruise. After a scenic drive to Ha Long Bay, check into your cabin and start a relaxing cruise. Besides the stunning scenery, you will also visit the Surprise Cave, one of the most beautiful caves in Ha Long Bay, and enjoy optional activities like kayaking, swimming, and diving. Relax and spend a romantic night on the boat.
Overnight: Athena Luxury Cruise (4-star).

Day 17 Ha Long Bay–Hanoi–Luang Prabang (Brunch)
Today, continue to enjoy your unforgettable Ha Long Bay cruise before noon. After disembarking the ship, you will be driven back to Hanoi for your flight to Luang Prabang. Upon arrival, be met and escorted to your hotel for check-in. Take a good rest for the rest of the day.
Overnight: Le Bel Air Resort Luang Prabang (4-star).

Day 18 Luang Prabang Sightseeing (B, L)
After breakfast, you will enjoy a cruise upstream on the Mekong River as well as an interesting visit to the mysterious Pak Ou
Cave, stop at Ban Xanghai Village and Ban Xangkhoung Village en route. Later, climb up the Mount Phousi to enjoy the sunset and the panoramic view of the city. Walk along the Phousi Night Market this evening if you like.

Overnight: Le Bel Air Resort Luang Prabang (4-star).

Day 19 Morning Alms-Giving Ritual (B, L)
If you would like to have a deep understanding of local people’s piety towards their religion, you can observe the morning alms-giving ritual. After that, visit the Royal Palace Museum, Wat Xieng Thong, Wat Visoun, Wat Aham, and Wat Mai. You will have lunch at a local restaurant. Afterward, drive to the famous Kuang Si Waterfall, where you can choose to swim in the turquoise pools or a walk along the forest trails.

Overnight: Le Bel Air Resort Luang Prabang (4-star).

Day 20 Luang Prabang–Chiang Mai (B)
You will fly to Chiang Mai after breakfast. Upon arrival, check into the hotel and take a short rest. Later in the afternoon, you will enjoy a city tour to Wat Chedi Luang and Wat Phra Singh. In the evening, if you want, enjoy an optional night show—traditional Khantoke Dinner Show to taste the authentic flavor and culture of Northern Thailand.

Overnight: The Rim Resort Chiang Mai (4-star).

Day 21 Chiang Mai, Elephant Nature Park (B, L)
After breakfast, depart for a full-day Elephant Nature Park Tour (join-in group). You will hear the stories of rescued and orphaned elephants. See how they became a proud herd free from abuse for the first time in their lives. Observing elephants roaming, and other rescued animals enjoying the natural surroundings, you will find your visit rewarding and relaxing.

Overnight: The Rim Resort Chiang Mai (4-star).

Day 22 Chiang Mai Cooking Class (B, L)
Today, attend a half-day Thai cooking class instructed by an experienced chef. Take part in every step from selecting ingredients in the local market to preparing the materials. In the afternoon, you will be driven to Wat Phra That Doi Suthep with a stopover to visit Wat Umong. Continue to visit Meow Hill tribe village before transferring back to your hotel for a rest.

Overnight: The Rim Resort Chiang Mai (4-star).

Day 23 Chiang Mai–Phuket (B)
This morning, enjoy some leisure time before taking your flight to Phuket. Upon arrival, you’ll be met and escorted to your hotel.

Overnight: Chanalai Garden Resort (4-star).

Day 24 Phuket Free Day (B)
Today you can have a relaxing time. Stroll along the sunny beaches, breathe the refreshing sea air, and listen to the sound of the wave. Take memorable pictures with the background of the crystal seawater. You can explore the exotic food at a restaurant beside the sea. Appreciating the spectacular sunset is also a good choice. Have an enjoyable stay!

Overnight: Chanalai Garden Resort (4-star).

Day 25 Phuket Free Day (B)
Enjoy your breakfast at the hotel. Today is still left to you to relax and unwind at the island.

Overnight: Chanalai Garden Resort (4-star).

Day 26 Phuket–Bangkok (B)
Enjoy your leisure time before flying back to Bangkok. Upon arrival, your guide will meet you and escort you to your hotel. The rest of the day is yours to spend on your own.

Overnight: Maitria Hotel Sukhumvit 18 (4-star)

Day 27 Bangkok, Departure (B)
Enjoy some leisure time in Bangkok before driving to the airport for your onward flight back home.

The price includes all meals, transportation, accommodation, sightseeing, guide and driver service listed in the itinerary. Tip is not included.

Need help booking your international flights? Just let us know your preferences and we will save you the time and hassle!
1. What can I expect on a tailor-made trip with Odynovo?
   Going on a tailor-made trip with Odynovo means you decide everything — your hotels, meals, things to see and do, transfers, etc. You’ll be well looked after throughout the whole journey because our dedicated team (your travel consultant, local guide and driver, and customer service staff) is available 24/7. That’s what a one-of-a-kind, worry-free vacation should be.

2. Do I need to pay a deposit?
   Yes, a deposit is required when you confirm your booking with us. The amount of deposit is usually 30% of the total price, depending on the actual itinerary and group size; and the balance should be paid at least 30 days before departure.

3. How do I pay?
   You can pay by PayPal, credit card or wire transfer, which are all safe and convenient. When you’re ready to book, your travel consultant will email you the step-by-step payment guide.

4. How can I get my refund if I have to cancel my booking?
   If you have to cancel your trip, please submit your written cancellation request. Refunds will be calculated as of the date we receive your written cancellation. Check our Cancellation Policy for more details.

5. Do I need to take out travel insurance for my trip?
   Yes, please ensure that you have comprehensive travel insurance when traveling overseas, including health, life and disability insurance with medical evacuation, and trip cancellation insurance in the instance you have to cancel your tour prior to departure due to unforeseen circumstances.

6. What is the latest time that I can make my reservation?
   We suggest you make reservations at least one month before the departure date. If you decide to travel to Indochina in December or January (February in Vietnam) which is peak season, then make reservations two months (at least one month) before departure. However, we do accept last-minute reservations. If your reservation is very urgent, please call us directly by telephone. Although the availability of domestic flights, hotel rooms, some attractions and activities cannot be guaranteed, we will try our best to help you arrange your tour.

7. How do I get a visa?
   It’s easy for you to obtain a visa to travel in Indochina, which usually will allow you to stay in Indochina for 1-3 months. For more details, please check some major visa policies of Indochina below:

   Vietnam Visa—E-Visa/Visa on Arrival
   *You can apply the E-Visa (only for one-time entry visa) on your own on https://vietnamvisa.evisa.hq.gov.vn/en-US/EVisa.aspx. Alternatively, we will apply the free VOA (Visa on Arrival) approval letter (one-time or multiple entry visa) for you if you book our tours. All you need to do is to submit the approval letter copy, together with passport-size photos and visa fee to the visa counter.

   * From July 1, 2018 to June 30, 2021, citizens from the UK, France, Italy, Germany and Spain do not need a visa to travel to Vietnam and can stay for up to 15 days, but a visa is required for extension. Also, tourists who want to enter Vietnam again with visa-free have to wait at least 30 days from the last day out of Vietnam, or a visa is a must.

   Cambodia Visa—Visa on Arrival/E-Visa
   You can obtain your Cambodia visa on arrival easily at the airport with passport-size photos, passport copy and visa fee (new, unmarked and uncreased cash), or apply the e-visa beforehand on https://www.evisa.gov.kh/.

   Laos visa—Visa on Arrival
   You can obtain your Laos visa on arrival easily at the airport with passport-size photos, passport copy and visa fee (new, unmarked and uncreased cash).

   Thailand Visa—Visa Waiver
   Citizens from 64 countries are granted visa-free travel to Thailand for up to 30 days, including the UK, the US, Australia, France, Canada, Germany, Italy, Spain, etc.

   Myanmar Visa—E-Visa
   Myanmar is unavailable for visa on arrival; you can apply e-visa on your own on http://visainmoip.gmr.gov.mm/NewApplication.aspx.

   Malaysia Visa—Visa Waiver
   Citizens from 63 jurisdictions are granted visa-free entry to Malaysia for 90 days, such as the US, Canada, Australia and all EU countries.

8. Do you offer any discounts if we have many people in our group?
   Yes, our quotation is based on the size of your group. The more people in your group, the more discounts can you have. Private tours will be expensive for solo travelers, therefore we do suggest you think of traveling with friends or families if it is possible for you to get a companion.

9. Do I need to bring my medical record with me?
   Yes, we suggest you take your medical record with you in case that you need it in the event of an emergency, and please also take the notes of your doctor’s name, address and phone number, emergency contact name and phone number, and your insurance company’s name, address and phone number.

10. Am I expected to leave gratuities?
    Tipping is a custom in Indochina. It would be usual to give your tour guide and driver a tip at the end of your tour if he/she has done a good job, and the amount is entirely at your discretion. It is not mandatory, but always much appreciated.
TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Please read the Terms and Conditions below carefully and make sure you understand them, as they constitute the contract agreement between Odynovo and you (the person(s) named on the confirmation of booking) from the time the booking is made.

PRICE
All prices in this brochure are in US dollars. Any changes in the cost of land transport, hotels, flights, taxes, fuel and currency exchange rates may influence the prices. It is important that you reconfirm all the information at the time of booking and prior to making the final payment.

RESERVATION
Upon receiving your travel inquiry, one of Odynovo's experienced travel consultants will start to assist you in building a travel plan according to your special requirements and interests within 24 hours.

We highly recommend you to book your tour at least 60 days prior to your preferred departure date to avoid disappointment.

A deposit of 30% (thirty percent) of the tour is required at time of booking. Upon receiving your deposit, we will secure your reservation. However, for larger groups, the deposit will be of a higher amount based on supplier fees, such as hotels, airlines, etc.

Full payment is required 30 days prior to your actual scheduled departure date. To secure your reservation, you may be required to pay a higher amount of deposit or make an advance payment of balance in high season.

Once the booking is confirmed, you will receive a confirmation letter that includes your proposed flights, hotels and a detailed itinerary. In any condition, should change after your confirmation, Odynovo reserves the right to make adjustments and offer you similar alternatives.

Please note: special terms may apply to some promotions. Please refer to the specific terms and conditions which are shown on certain pages of promotions.

PAYMENT
You can pay by:
1. PayPal
2. Credit Card (online or with preauthorization form)
3. Wire Transfer

For detailed information, please check our Payment Guide. Your personal travel consultant will also email you the details before you make a payment.

Please note:
1) Full payment must be settled by the bank before your scheduled departure date (or at any optional date upon mutual agreement), if not, all reservations will be canceled automatically.
2) You are responsible for any bank charges incurred by the sending bank of your payment.

CANCELLATION POLICY
In the event that you need to cancel your tour, you must submit your cancellation request in writing. Charges will be calculated from the date we receive your written cancellation.

All payments for travel services not provided to the client shall be refunded in accordance with these Terms and Conditions and in accordance with Odynovo’s cancellation policy. The cancellation fee will be calculated as follows:

1) No less than 30 days prior to scheduled departure date: 10% of the full payment per person.
2) 30 to 15 days prior to scheduled departure date: 20% of the full payment per person.
3) 14 to 7 days prior to scheduled departure date: 50% of the full payment per person.
4) 6 to 0 days prior to scheduled departure date: 100% of the full payment per person.

Plus: additional cancellation fees, if applicable, imposed by the service providers other than Odynovo (which may include but not limited to banks or other payment platforms, airlines, cruises, hotels, railway companies, etc.) will be deducted from the money to be refunded.

Traveler substitutions are considered reservation cancellations and are subject to the above cancellation fees.

After the tour has commenced, we cannot refund any amount for unused services (which may include but not limited to airlines, hotels, railway companies, ship companies, etc.) due to your early departure, late arrival, or missed days on tours.

Please note: Special cancellation policies may apply to some promotions. Please refer to the specific terms attached to the promotions.

ALTERATION OF ITINERARY
Prior to your confirmation, amendments can be made free of charge. However, after your booking is confirmed, you will be charged USD 25.00 per amendment. Any changes to the departure date or destination may incur cancellation fees. All changes are subject to availability and cannot be guaranteed.

Odynovo reserves the right to modify the itinerary of your tour if flight schedule or surface transportation changes, and/or events beyond its control make such alterations necessary. In such events, any increase or reduction of the tour cost will be calculated and charged/refunded accordingly. If it is you who requests any amendments, you will be liable for any additional costs.

TRAVEL DOCUMENT
A passport valid for no less than 6 months, necessary visas or permits are required to travel to all countries in our program. Responsibility for documentation accuracy, passport validity, and dispatch of documents rests with you. Odynovo accepts no responsibility for any failure in this respect. You must clearly provide your full name on the passport; otherwise, we are not liable for any resulting delays and transport failure. Also, travel insurance purchased in advance is strongly suggested for your own sake.

MEDICAL ISSUES
You must advise us in writing, at or prior to booking, of any physical, emotional or mental condition which may require professional attention during the trip or may require the use of special equipment. You must provide your own small, collapsible wheelchair if it is necessary throughout your journey. Please note that not all our trips, destinations or accommodation are wheelchair-accessible. Kindly consult your travel consultant prior to your booking. Besides, wheelchair assistance cannot be guaranteed in international destinations. Odynovo reserves the right to decline any trip participant whose condition, in our opinion, may affect the health, safety or enjoyment of other participants.

We regret that we are unable to accommodate women travelers who are 6-month or longer pregnant.

You should take into account all international travel risks and familiarize yourselves with health requirements applicable to the areas you intend to visit. You are solely responsible for checking the safety and security conditions, vaccination, and other health requirements of governments in countries you are going to visit or transit.

EXEMPTION OF LIABILITY
The responsibility of Odynovo and its affiliated companies is strictly limited. Odynovo shall not be responsible for any wrongs, omissions or failure to act on the part of any suppliers such as those of overland, air, and water transportation, sightseeing excursions, cruise/hotel accommodations, or of any third party not directly owned or operated by Odynovo. By utilizing the travel services of the suppliers, you agree that you will look to such suppliers for any accident, injury, property damage, or theft for which Odynovo shall not be liable. Odynovo shall not be liable for any personal damage or injury to those traveling with you, and that neither Odynovo nor any representative of Odynovo shall be liable.

Without limitation, Odynovo is not responsible for any injury, loss, or damage to person or property, death, delay, or inconvenience in connection with the provision of, or failure to provide, any goods or services occasioned by or resulting from—but not limited to—acts of God or force majeure, acts of war or civil, arrest, insurrection, revolution, strikes or other labor activities, criminal or terrorist activities of any kind, overbooking or downgrading of accommodations, mechanical or other failure of airplanes or other means of transportation or for the failure of any transportation to arrive or depart on time, sanitation problems, lack of medical care, or for any other causes beyond the direct control of Odynovo. You should Odynovo take responsibility for the theft and loss of your valuable items due to your own negligence.

Odynovo is not responsible for your failure to comply with customs regulations.

Odynovo holds no responsibility for any criminal act or any act of the clients considered criminal by the laws of the country visited, but is obliged to provide both relevant law offices and the clients with utmost assistance in investigation when needed.

Odynovo reserves the right to substitute hotels with those of similar quality or to make changes in itinerary of similar quality, flights, or cruise ships, or to cancel the tour prior to departure at any time. If Odynovo has canceled any tour prior to the commencement of the tour, Odynovo is liable for a full refund of the money received by Odynovo. However, Odynovo will normally not do so unless forced by virtue of unforeseen circumstances. If you have an airfare contract separately, make sure that your agent explains the conditions under which the ticket is issued as Odynovo is not responsible for such airline ticket cancellation fees.

Odynovo reserves the right to correct promotional or pricing errors at any time, or to increase the program price in the event of cost increases due to changes in airfares, cruise fares, currency fluctuations, park fee increases, taxes, or fuel surcharges.

Odynovo reserves the right to change the sequence of sightseeing and/or to re-route the order of cities if that will enable you to visit all listed excursions. In either case, the itinerary content will be maintained to the extent possible and there are no refunds for any unused or unacceptable excursions.

Many of Odynovo tour packages include activities that require careful attention. Such activities include boarding and disembarking from boats, climbing hills, and entering and exiting tombs and caves. You will receive help and advice from our representatives but all activities are undertaken at your own risk. Odynovo agents and employees are not responsible for any action or event that occurs after its employees and agents have exercised their duty and taken the necessary care.

TRAVEL INSURANCE
Before the date of departure, we strongly recommend that you purchase comprehensive travel insurances in the event of any loss that may spoil your trip, including baggage damage or loss, flight delays or cancellations, etc.

FORCE MAJEURE
Compensation won’t apply when the fulfillment of your contract between clients and Odynovo is hindered by the following events: risk of threat or risk of war, riot, civil strife, terrorism, natural or nuclear disaster, fire, adverse weather conditions, transport problems, closure or congestion of airports or ports, cancellation or change of scheduled airlines, etc. which are beyond our control.

COMPLAINT AND CLAIMS
Whenever you feel unsatisfied with any service Odynovo has provided, please inform your local tour guide or your travel consultant immediately to avoid similar problems happening again during your trip or during your trip.

If you want to complain or claim for compensation, you must inform us by email or by phone within 15 days upon finish of your tour. Please attach relevant receipts and evidence to substantiate the letter of claim. Odynovo will not be liable for any claims lodged later than 15 days after you finish your tour.

inquiry@odynovotours.com 85